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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
As a child, some of my first core memories were made in elementary music class. It was
in this classroom that I discovered my love for music and began developing my musicianship
skills. I can remember what the room looked like, including the blue carpet with the grand staff
rug in the center of the room. On the bulletin boards were portraits of men most closely
associated with art music in the Western musical tradition: Bach, Handel, Vivaldi, Mozart,
Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, and Debussy. Along the ceiling was a musical-period timeline
spanning the Middle Ages to the early Post-Tonal era. The timeline included important dates
such as the span of each period and the birth and death dates of the most “important” composers,
Mozart, Bach, Handel, Beethoven, etc. I remember being intimidated by all of the men staring
down at me from the wall in my elementary music classroom. I would wonder to myself why
there weren’t any women like me on the bulletin board or included in the timeline. I therefore
assumed that there were no women composers in classical music. As I continued to grow as a
musician, I sang in my school’s choirs and competed in the All-Region and All-State
competitions throughout middle and high school; in all that time I remember singing perhaps
three or four choral pieces composed by women. When I entered college, I remember learning
the “standard” repertoire from the 24 Italian Songs and Arias, the Schirmer collection, and of
course, the Standard Vocal Literature collection by Walter. Much of my college repertoire
consisted of Mozart, Fauré, and Handel.
I remember being incredibly excited in my music history classes to learn about women
composers such as Hildegard von Bingen, Barbara Strozzi, Fanny Hensel, Clara Schumann, and
Amy Beach. Although we did not analyze any pieces by these women in theory classes, for the
first time in my musical career, I was overjoyed to see people like me in a field that I was
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passionate about. Similarly, the first Black composer discussed in my history sequence did not
appear until the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, featuring Scott Joplin, Louis
Armstrong, and Duke Ellington. In all three of my history courses and all five of my theory
courses, no Hispanic, Asian, or Native American composers were discussed, analyzed, or
featured. While I was excited to learn about women composers, I began to ponder the reason as
to why it took 20+ years of musical training to learn about composers that were not white men. I
began to ask myself why, after almost fifteen years since looking at that timeline on the wall of
my elementary school, had I still not studied a major work by a woman composer. Why, after
graduating with an undergraduate degree in music, had I never analyzed a piece of music by a
woman? Or a piece of music by any non-white man?
In his dissertation, “Daring to See White Supremacy and Gate-Keeping in Music
Education,” Brian Gellerstein states:
Public-school music classes are often understood as de facto spaces for selfexpression, creativity, and equity, but at the core, this narrative is false. Through
Hegemonic structures that engage the white students whom they were designed to
serve, music classes have excluded and refuted the cultures of countless students.1
I argue that not only is this structure meant to benefit and serve white students, but it privileges
men as well. This same hegemony is seen in university-level music theory classrooms (among
other areas of music) across the United States and Canada.
In 2018, Cora Palfy and Eric Gilson surveyed undergraduate music students to determine
the current state of diversity in music programs and music theory classrooms. One survey asked
students to identify three or more composers that have been studied recently in their theory
classrooms, while another asked students to list composers that are most “influential” to the

1
Brian A. Gellerstein, “Daring to See White Supremacy and Gate-Keeping in Music Education,” PhD. diss.,
University of Massachusetts Boston, 2021.
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music theory curriculum. The answers to the former were wide ranging and representative of a
broad and diverse repertoire of musicians and musical examples; however, the answers to the
latter depicted something different. According to Palfy and Gilson, “the wide-ranging diversity
reflected in the responses to the original question was not present; instead, students responded
with composers whose names will sound familiar to any seasoned musician: to a significant
degree, the students identified the men of the Western Art Music canon.”2 Palfy and Gilson’s
survey and analysis elucidate the “hidden curriculum” that structures undergraduate music theory
courses in the U.S. and Canada; they assert that the [hidden] curriculum is implicitly taught but
not explicitly identified as part of the curriculum. Oftentimes, it is seen in the course content
structure and is not “openly acknowledged as part of the formal curriculum.”3
My musical journey and educational experience, like anyone’s, is unique and dependent
on several variable factors such as cultural, social, and geographical elements that shape my
overall development. However, several aspects of my learning and musical training are relatively
similar for many “classically” trained American musicians. I am not the only student who grew
up with Johann, Ludwig, and Amadeus as household names while ignorant of Clara, Fanny, and
Barbara. Moreover, I am not the only student who wondered why they didn’t see people like
themselves on the timeline in their music classrooms and educational materials. This is an issue
that plagues Western music to this very day – a clear lack of representation of diverse composers
and musicians.

Palfy, Cora S., and Eric Gilson. “The Hidden Curriculum in the Music Theory Classroom.” Journal of Music
Theory Pedagogy 32, (2018): 79-110.
3
Ibid.
2
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The Issue of Underrepresentation
When examining music professions from a critical and feminist perspective, it becomes
evident that women are significantly marginalized compared to men, just as they are across
several other fields.4 One such field is that of higher music education in general. In her 1983
article “Sexism in Music Education: Survey of the Literature, 1972-1982,” Donna Pucciani
describes the sexism and preconceived biases that are inadvertently taught and reinforced
through educational choices related to instrument distribution, biased lyrics, and types of music
advertised to music educators. Pucciani argues that the issues of sexism and gender bias within
music and its educational systems must be addressed progressively to ensure gender equality.5
Although this article was written almost forty years ago, more current publications indicate that
not enough progress has been made regarding the representation of women in music professions.
According to Elizabeth Gould, as of 2011 women make up less than ten percent of all postsecondary music conductors.6 While this is just one example of the marginalization of women7
in higher music education, the scope of underrepresentation is far-reaching and can be found in
all aspects of music and throughout its professions.8 I explore the marginalization of women in
the field of music theory and the effects of the lack of representation can have on generations of
musicians further in Chapter 3, but this issue presents a seemingly simple set of questions that
are difficult to address: how do musicians and musical scholars begin to include more diverse

See “discrimination of women” in Kertz-Welzel, Alexandra. “"Kim Had the Same Idea as Haydn": International
Perspectives on Classical Music and Music Education.” Philosophy of Music Education Review 28, no. 2 (Fall,
2020): 239-255.
5
Pucciani, Donna. "Sexism in Music Education: Survey of the Literature, 1972-1982." Music Educators Journal 70,
no. 1 (September 1983): 49-73. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3401186.
6
Gould, Elizabeth “Nomadic Turns: Epistemology, Experience, and Women University Band Directors.”
4

Philosophy of Music Education Review 13, no. 2 (Fall 2005). 147-164.

For the scope of the project, I define women as any person who identifies as a woman regardless of assigned sex at
birth.
8
For further reading, see Gould (2003, 2005, 2011); Russo (2021); Schiff (2012); Viljoen (2014); Wolfe (2020).
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sources in their performances, academic texts, and textbook examples? How many diverse
examples should be included?
Scholars have recently begun to discuss, answer, and explore solutions to these questions.
Projects such as The Task Force on the Undergraduate Music Major,9 A Seat at the Piano,10 and
website resources such as Diverse Music Theory Examples,11 The Composers of Color Resource
Project,12 Music Sources for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion,13 and Music Theory Examples by
Women14 seek to deconstruct current problematic aspects of music regarding university
education and pedagogical music examples.15 In Chapter 4, I highlight other scholarly projects
that focus on diversification and deconstruction of problematic practices of Western music and
music pedagogical practices, while also discussing various solutions and pedagogical approaches
to diversifying music theory pedagogy.
The process of diversifying music is a wide ranging, broad project to take on. I view it as
a large tree with several large branches that diverge into smaller branches, each getting more
specific. The trunk of the tree encompasses the concept of broadly diversifying music as a whole.
But within this large tree, individual branches focus on diversifying the content of music that is

9 Shehan, Campbell, Patricia, Juan Chattah, Lee Higgins, Victoria Lindsay Levine, David Myers, David Rudge,
Timothy Rice, and Ed Sarath. 2014. “Transforming Music Study from its Foundations: A Manifesto for Progressive
Change in the Undergraduate Preparation of Music Majors. Report of the Task Force on the Undergraduate Music
Major.” College Music Society.
10
Jeng, Annie, Evan Hines, Brendan Jacklin, Clare Longendyke, Susan Yang, and Ashlee Young. “ASAP: A Seat at
the Piano.” Summer, 2020. Accessed November 20, 2021. https://www.aseatatthepiano.com/database.
11
Mendoza, David Dean, Shawn Crouch, Olivia Kieffer, and Ryne Siesky. “Diverse Music Theory Examples.”
N.D. Accessed November 20, 2021. https://diversemusictheoryexamples.com/.
12
Fleming, Amy, Aaron Grant, Megan Long, Jan Miyake, and Sam Reenan. “Composers of Color Resource Project:
Music Theory Examples by BI-POC Composers.” N.D. Accessed November 20, 2021.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CMnSjvraO1Ho68XUrPpmegBhVmD0pSaQkj17T7MPA6w/edit#gid=0.
13
McCandless, Bret. “Music Sources for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion.” April 26, 2021. Accessed November 20,
2021. https://libguides.rowan.edu/musicdei/repertoire.
14
Murdock, Molly, Ben Parsell, Eva Floyd, Trevor Nelson, and Katie Knudsvig. “Music Theory Examples by
Women.” 2018. Accessed November 20, 2021. https://musictheoryexamplesbywomen.com/.
15
A full list of online resources can be found in Appendix I.
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taught,16 while others focus on diversifying pedagogical examples, performance repertoire, or
historical figures.17 Furthermore, each of these small branches stems into even smaller, more
specialized projects that tackle specific problems. These projects focus on one specific aspect,
such as representing a certain race, ethnicity, gender, culture, sexual orientation, language, etc.
within the field of music. One can conceptualize a branch for each sub-sectional field of music –
theory, musicology, performance, choral/band/orchestral education, etc. – and repeat the process
of creating smaller, specified branches that stem from the larger branches pertaining to specified
projects.
I view various approaches and solutions as being stems on the specific branch, and each
individual contribution as a leaf that branches from the stem. For example, within the
“diversification tree” there is a branch for music theory, a branch for pedagogy, a smaller
connecting branch for gender diversity, and small leaves that make up various solutions and
proposals. The “leaves” (varying approaches of solutions) of this tree are discussed in Chapter 4.
To take on a project of “diversifying music” is a life-long, interdisciplinary, multi-faceted project
that is far too broad for the scope of this project. This project is meant as a small contribution to
the larger diversification tree. The solution I present in Chapter 5 functions as one of the leaves
found on the branch pertaining to “gender diversity,” stemming from the branch of theory
pedagogy, which itself stems from the larger branch of the general field of music theory. I build
my project on the “leaves” of previous research, discussions, and solutions that have previously
been laid as a foundation, while specifically focusing on the necessity and subsequent process of
diversifying music theory pedagogical examples.

16
17

As is the case in TFUMM’s Manifesto.
As is the case with many of the online resource projects seen in Appendix I.
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The White Racial Frame and Its Effect on Music Theory
To examine the full extent of the under-representation18 of women in music theory, it is
beneficial to first discuss the white racial frame and its intersection with gender-framing in the
field of music theory. Recent discussions about the role of race in the field of music theory, such
as Philip Ewell’s plenary address at the 2019 meeting for the Society of Music Theory (SMT) as
well as subsequent writings and responses by and to Ewell have highlighted the ways in which
racism and racist practices are ingrained in the framework of music theory.19 In his seven-part
blog post written after the 2019 plenary address, “Music Theory’s White Racial Frame,” Ewell
specifically addresses the ways in which the field of Music Theory upholds white supremacist
values, ranging from the types of music that are performed and studied to the demographic of
those on music theory publications and awards committees.20 The blogpost, while informal and
not peer reviewed, features six publications that expand on the relationship between racism and
music theory. Highlighting racial and gender disparities in the authorship of theory textbooks,
award recipients, and journal editorial boards, Ewell underscores music theory’s “qualitative and
quantitative whiteness.”21 Ewell’s blog is a more easily accessible discussion forum, as it

For the scope of this project, I describe under-representation as the purposeful, unequal representation of a
marginalized group compared to another privileged or dominating group. In the case of this thesis, women compared
to men.
19
Ewell, Philip. “Music Theory’s White Racial Frame.” Plenary speaker at the annual meeting of the Society for
Music Theory, Columbus, OH, November 7-10, 2019; Graf, Benjamin, ed. “Symposium on Philip Ewell’s SMT
2019 Plenary Paper, “Music Theory’s White Racial Frame.”” Special Issue, Journal of Schenkerian Studies 12,
(December 2019): 125-214.; Lavengood, Megan. “Journal of Schenkerian Studies: Proving the Point.” Megan L.
Lavengood, July 28, 2020. https://meganlavengood.com/2020/07/27/journal-of-schenkerian-studies-proving-thepoint/.; Flaherty, Colleen. Professor counters allegations of racism -- in court. insidehighered.com, January 28, 2021.
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/01/28/professor-counters-allegations-racism-court.; Powell, Michael.
“Obscure Musicology Journal Sparks Battles over Race and Free Speech.” The New York Times. The New York
Times, February 14, 2021. https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/14/arts/musicology-journal-race-free-speech.html.
20
Ewell, Philip. "Music Theory’s Quantitative and Qualitative Whiteness." Music Theory's White Racial Frame:
Confronting Racism and Sexism in American Music Theory (blog), April 17, 2020. Accessed November 2, 2021.
https://musictheoryswhiteracialframe.wordpress.com/2020/04/17/music-theorys-quantitative-and-qualitativewhiteness/.
21
Ibid.
18
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references other blog posts and non-scholarly sources to support his argument. However, many
of the points he makes in the blog appear in his scholarly, peer reviewed article published in
Music Theory Online (MTO) only a few months later.
In his MTO article, Ewell discusses the institutionalized white racial frame within the
field of music theory, arguing that the structure is held in place by white men who dominate the
field and are “blind” to the issues of discrimination and bias. Ewell states, “for over twenty
years, music theory has tried to diversify with respect to race, yet the field today remains
remarkably white, not only in terms of the people who practice music theory but also in the race
of the composers and theorists whose work music theory privileges.”22 Ewell specifically
focuses on theorist Heinrich Schenker (1868-1935), whose theories are foundational to the
discipline of music theory and are widely taught, accepted, and studied. Ewell ultimately argues
that many theorists white-wash Schenker’s racism through the assertion that his racism does not
correlate to his theoretical developments. Ewell presents evidence sourced from Schenker’s
writings and analyses that depicts a clear favoring of music by white, German, men composers.
By calling attention to Schenker’s racist and German nationalistic beliefs, coupled with the fact
that Schenkerian theory is one of the only “routinely required” course in music theory graduate
programs, Ewell highlights how deeply music theory, racism, and the white racial frame are
intertwined.23 To support his arguments, Ewell also showcases the large gaps in racial
representation across SMT members and popular theory textbooks, which can be seen in Chapter
2. I expand upon Ewell’s research as I present gender data in music theory textbooks and
anthologies in Chapter 2.

22 Ewell,

Philip. “Music Theory and the White Racial Frame.” Music Theory Online 26, no. 2 (June 2020).
https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.20.26.2/mto.20.26.2.ewell.html.
23
Ibid.
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Building upon Ewell’s assertion that Western music and the field of music theory support
a white racial frame, I argue that the field also supports a cis-gender, male-dominated frame.
From a critical and feminist perspective, I elucidate the “hidden curriculum” of music theory by
highlighting how the white racial frame and gender framing work together to oppress women
composers in the Western music theory pedagogical canon in Chapter 2.24 In Chapter 3, I
ultimately argue that the lack of representation of women in music theory pedagogy is a severe
problem that has far reaching, detrimental effects on the field of music theory and the Western
music world as a whole. In Chapter 4, I survey and review literature relating to solutions
regarding representation of women and provide my own thoughts to the various solutions that
have already been proposed. In Chapter 5, I present an approach to music theory pedagogy that
incorporates a critical feminist lens.

I define the music theory pedagogical canon as the most popular topics, textbooks, anthologies, teaching
examples, frequently used pieces, and methodologies that are accepted and used frequently across most universities
and higher-education music classrooms.

24
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CHAPTER 2: THE HIDDEN CURRICULUM IN MUSIC THEORY PEDAGOGY
Representation of Women in Textbooks
Undergraduate music study generally remains one of the most conservative and
reactionary disciplines in post-secondary education. The standard Bachelor of
Music and BA Major in Music curriculum remains centered almost entirely upon
the study of the elite concert music of Europe and its diaspora, a music more often
identified as Western classical or art music. Usually proudly Eurocentric and
dedicated to the performance, analysis, and history of composed repertoire written
largely by white, male composers, North American music programs have a
desperate need for pedagogical reforms to address multiple issues of equity and
representation.25
Robin Attas and Margaret Walker’s article “Exploring Decolonization, Music, and Pedagogy”
highlights the racial and cultural homogeneity seen in undergraduate music curriculum. They call
attention to the necessity of diversification in music pedagogy materials.26 Viewing this problem
through a music theory pedagogy lens, I expand upon this proposal for diversity in music broadly
by highlighting the clear need for diversity in music theory specifically. In his 2020 article
“Music Theory and the White Racial Frame,” Philip Ewell analyzes “the seven most widely used
theory textbooks in the U.S. in order to cull racial data on the composers represented in the
musical examples.”27 The seven textbooks discussed are those written by Aldwell/Schachter,28
Benward/Saker,29 Burstein/Straus,30 Clendinning/Marvin,31 Kostka/Payne/Almén,32 Laitz,33

Attas, Robin and Margaret E. Walker. “Exploring Decolonization, Music, and Pedagogy 1.” Intersections:
Canadian Journal of Music 39, no. 1 (2019): 3-20.
26
Ibid.
27
Ewell, Philip. “Music Theory and the White Racial Frame.”
28
Aldwell, Edward, Carl Schachter, and Allen Cadwallader. Harmony and Voice Leading. 4th ed. Boston, MA:
Schirmer, 2011.
29
Benward, Bruce, and Marilyn Saker. Music in Theory and Practice. 10th ed. Vols. 1 and 2. New York, NY:
McGraw-Hill, 2021.
30
Burstein, L. Poundie., and Joseph N. Straus. Concise Introduction to Tonal Harmony. 2nd ed. New York, NY: W
NORTON, 2020.
31
Clendinning, Jane Piper, and Elizabeth West Marvin. Musician’s Guide to Theory and Analysis. 4th ed. New
York, NY: W. W. Norton & Company, 2021.
32
Kostka, Stefan M., Dorothy Payne, and Byron Almén. Tonal Harmony: With an Introduction to Post-tonal Music.
8th ed. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Education, 2018.
33
Laitz, Steven G. Complete Musician. 4th ed. New York, NY: Oxford Univ Press, 2016.
25
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and Roig-Francoli.34 While Ewell highlights the disparities regarding racial representation
across the texts, I have examined the same texts with regard to disparities in gender
representation.35 I provide both Ewell’s findings and my own in spreadsheets in Figure 1.1.
When looking at the Index of Musical Examples for each textbook, I consider each movement of
a larger work as a separate example. Likewise, I only count an example once regardless if it is
repeated at various points across the textbook.36 With those criteria in mind, across all seven
textbooks there are 2,415 musical examples; only 155 of those examples - comprising 6.4% of
all examples – are composed by women.3738 While the Aldwell/Schacter features no women,
women are featured .4% in the Laitz; 1.9% of the first volume of the Benward/Saker; 2.9% of the
second volume; 4.6% of the Kostka/Payne; 5.9% of the Roig-Francoli; 13.6% of the
Clendinning/Marvin; and 15.5% of the Burstein/Strauss. Only one of these major textbooks
feature women as the primary authors – the Clendinning/Marvin. Figures 1.1a and b compare
total number of examples to the total number of examples composed by women alongside the
percent of market share. Figures 1.2a and b provide a visual representation of the charts in figure
1.1, highlighting the number of examples composed by women across all seven textbooks
individually and collectively.

Roig-Francolí, Miguel A. Harmony in Context. 3rd ed. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 2020.
For this project, I look at the most recent editions of the top seven textbooks. Some numbers may be different
from Phil Ewell’s chart due to new editions.
36 If I were to count the examples as they are repeated in the books, the numbers would be even more bleak than
they are in the charts I present.
37
Earlier in Footnote 7, I define women as “any person who identifies as a woman regardless of assigned sex at
birth.” For this document, I choose not to use “female” as that applies to sex, and the scope of this project focuses on
gender.
38 It is important to note that in the textbooks, 100% of examples in the textbooks are by cis-gender women. There
are no examples by non-binary or transgender composers. A future project focusing on non-binary or non cis-het
women would be wonderful, as there is a clear lack of representation of non-binary and transgender composers in
music theory pedagogy examples. For the scope of this project, I choose to focus on the representation of all who
gender-identify as women.
34
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Figure 1.1a Ewell’s chart regarding racial representation in MTO article

Figure 1.1b Gender representation in music theory textbooks
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Figure 1.2a Gender representation in top seven American music theory textbooks

Figure 1.2b Gender representation across all seven textbooks
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In addition to comparing the number of examples composed by men and women in these
texts, I was also interested in the percent of examples composed by J.S. Bach, Beethoven, or
Mozart in comparison to the examples composed by women. I choose to highlight these three
composers because they are highly popularized in the Western musical canon and used
frequently in theory pedagogical settings. The following statistics only affirm their “highly
popularized” status. Broken down by textbook, examples by Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart
comprise 70% of all examples in the Aldwell/Schacter; 51% in the Kostka/Payne; 43.1% in the
Burstein/Straus; 17.7% in the Clendinning/Marvin; 37.9% in the first volume of the
Benward/Saker; 36% in the Laitz; 33.1% in the Roig-Francoli; and 20.6% in the second volume
of the Benward/Saker.39 In total, across all seven textbooks, 44.1% of all examples are
composed by just three men, Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart, while still only 6.4% of all examples
are composed by women. This data is illustrated in Figures 1.3 and 1.4a and b. These statistics
are indicative of what is valued within the Western canon –white, European, men composers.40
Conversely, the lack of women represented reveals what is not valued in the Western
pedagogical canon – women.
It is important to note that the representation of women in textbooks is slightly higher
than the representation of nonwhites.41 Across all textbooks, nonwhite people of any gender
identity are only featured 1.67%. Collectively across all seven textbooks, women and nonwhite
composers of all genders are represented less than 10% in music examples. Moreover, only six
examples total feature a nonwhite woman composer: the Clendinning/Marvin features three, the

Logistically, this makes sense as this volume pertains more to late Romantic and early Twentieth-Century
techniques and is slightly less likely to feature Bach and Mozart.
40
While recent trends in music theory pedagogy suggest a shift in values, the evidence presented in this chapter
indicates that there is still much work to be done regarding diverse gender representation in pedagogical material. A
full breakdown of current trends in music theory pedagogy can be seen in Appendix II.
41
Ewell, “Music Theory’s White Racial Frame.”
39
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Benward/Saker two, and the Roig-Francoli, one. These six examples by nonwhite women
composers account for .25% of all examples, much less than one percent.

Figure 1.3 Percent of examples by Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart compared to percent by women
in top music theory textbooks

Figure 1.4a Representation of Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart compared to women across all seven
textbooks
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Figure 1.4b Combined percent of examples by Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart compared to
women in top seven textbooks
Representation of Women in Anthologies
In addition to a survey of the textbooks Ewell examined, I also evaluated the four most
popular supplemental anthologies used in music theory pedagogical settings. These anthologies
are the Clendinning/Marvin,42 Cutler,43 Palisca/Grout/Burkholder (vols. 1, 2, and 3),44 and
Burkhart.45 According to Justin Hoffman, an Executive Editor for music at Oxford University
Press, these anthologies hold somewhere between 80-94% of the market share (dependent on

Clendinning, Jane Piper, and Elizabeth West Marvin. The Musician's Guide Anthology. 4th ed. W. W. Norton &
Company, 2021.
43
Cutler, Timothy. Anthology of Music for Analysis. New York, NY: W. W. Norton & Company, 2019.
44
Palisca, Claude V., Grout, Donald Jay., Burkholder, J. Peter. Norton Anthology of Western Music. 7th ed. 3 vols.
New York, NY: W. W. Norton & Company, 2019.
45
Burkhart, Charles, and William Rothstein. Anthology for Musical Analysis. 7th ed. Boston, MA: Schirmer
Cengage Learning, 2012.
42
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whether the anthology is focused on theory or musicology).46 I counted each individual
movement of a multi-movement work as its own individual example. Across all four anthologies
totaling 1,501 examples, only 2.8% are composed by women. More specifically, examples
composed by women account for 1.7% of the Cutler; 2.3% of the Clendinning/Marvin; 3% of the
Burkhart; and 3.2% of the second volume of the Palisca/Grout/Burkholder, 5.4% of the first
volume, and 7.1% of the third volume (5.2% average).
Likewise, I examined the extent to which Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart are featured
across the four anthologies. Of the 1,501 examples, 324 are composed by Bach, Beethoven, or
Mozart: 21.6% of all examples. Bach, Beethoven, or Mozart are respectively? featured in 33.6%
of the Clendinning/Marvin; 29% of the Burkhart; 23.4% of the Cutler; and 11.8% of the second
volume of the Palisca/Grout/Burkholder, 10.9% of the first volume, and none of the third
volume47 (9.1% overall). As with the theory textbooks, Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart are
featured significantly more than other composers, especially women.48
The difference in the overall representation of the Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart
conglomerate in the Palisca/Grout/Burkholder compared to the other textbooks and anthologies
is striking. I attribute the lower percentage in the Palisca/Grout/Burkholder to the relevance of
historical versus theoretical conceptualization of each anthology. Each of the other textbooks and

Large thanks to Justin Hoffman at Oxford University Press for sharing with me via email the current statistics of
anthology market share as of late January 2022.
47
This number is not surprising, as that volume focuses on Modern music. It is also unsurprising that this volume
featured the most women, as women composers became more recognized in the modern era of music (post 1900)
48
While for the scope of this project, I am solely looking at the most recent editions of textbooks and anthologies, it
is important to note the work of Jelena Dj Simonovic Schiff. In her dissertation, she presents an in-depth study of the
development of the Norton Anthology in an effort to analyze the effects the changes have on university music
education in America. With the study, Schiff compares the inclusion of women composers, which pieces are kept,
added, or dismissed, and the changing assignments of pieces in each musical era. Schiff asserts recommendations for
future editions of the anthology regarding the diversity and inclusion of composers and examples, ultimately
proposing more inclusion is necessary (Schiff, 2012). It might be beneficial to perform a study of the slow process
of inclusion of under-represented groups thus far in several editions of textbooks and anthologies.
46
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anthologies included in my survey are edited by music theorists, resulting in a focus on music
theory concepts rather than historical context. This can also be attributed to the course content
that the textbooks and anthologies are designed for, as many music theory-based courses tend to
rely heavily on the works of Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart to portray pedagogical concepts. This
creates an echo chamber of examples, as anthologies and textbooks feature Bach, Beethoven, and
Mozart because of their use in theory courses. Meanwhile, these three composers are used in
teaching examples because of how often they are used in theory textbooks and anthologies. This
creates a feedback loop that reinforces the dominance of not only Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart,
but men as well. Moreover, the percentage of nonwhite women featured in the anthologies is less
than 1%.
After surveying the anthologies, it is evident that the Palisca/Grout/Burkholder features a
significantly smaller number of examples by Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart. Perhaps this
anthology is more representationally balanced because the textbook is more historically based.
From a musicological perspective, Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart are not as important as they are
to Schenkerians. This is directly reflected in the Aldwell/Schacter, as 70% of examples are
written by Bach, Beethoven, or Mozart, and both authors are Schenkerian scholars. A chart
similar to the one presented in Figures 1.1a and b can be seen in Figure 1.5. Graphs depicting the
individual and total representation of women in anthologies can be seen in Figures 1.6a and b.
The comparison of Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart compared to women across the individual and
all anthologies can be seen in Figures 1.7 and 1.8a and b.
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Figure 1.5 Gender representation in most commonly used anthologies

Figure 1.6a Gender representation in popular music theory anthologies
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Figure 1.6b Gender representation across all popular anthologies

Figure 1.7 Percent of examples by Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart compared to percent of
examples by women in popular music theory anthologies
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Figure 1.8a Representation of Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart compared to women across popular
anthologies
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Figure 1.8b Combined percent of examples by Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart compared to
women in popular anthologies
Concluding Remarks
By analyzing the gender data in the top music textbooks and anthologies one might
assume that I am implying that textbooks are the only pedagogical material that “work” or that
they are the ultimate tool for teaching. Textbooks do work to an extent. They are great resources
for reference regarding topics and examples for teachers and students alike. However, based on
the current trends in music theory pedagogy, educators are sourcing teaching examples outside of
textbooks and using them alongside the more “traditional” examples.49 Thus, textbooks should
be used as supplemental teaching materials, not the sole resource. It is important to note that I

49

For a full breakdown of current trends in music theory pedagogy see Appendix II.
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look at these forms of music theory pedagogy to highlight the gap in gender representation in
pedagogical material. The approach I take can be applied to several aspects of theory pedagogy.
In her article “Power and Equity in the Academy: Change from Within,” Ellie Hisama
discusses the struggle and adversity she faces as a young nonwhite, female music theorist. She
tells the story of the difficulties she was met with in the academic field due to the large number
of established, self-identifying white males, sharing from her personal experiences how she has
been able to change the structure of the field of music theory. The purpose behind doing so, she
claims, is to encourage current graduate students to see that change is possible and can happen
from within.50 Drawing upon Hisama’s publication, I intend to continue the work of changing
the field of music theory from within.
This project aims to continue the discussion of diversifying music theory by specifically
looking at the content of the pedagogical examples currently in use. The clear lack of
representation of women across all fields of music – history, composition, theory, education, and
conducting, to name a few – is perpetuated by several factors, including historical precedent,
sexist and anti-feminist societal practices, and historical norms. Underrepresentation stems
directly from the white racial frame as well as the gender framing that has been established by
the “hidden curriculum” of music theory pedagogy.51 The current Western pedagogical canon
presents compelling evidence that dead white men—specifically Beethoven, Bach, and Mozart—
hold more value than women composers and other underrepresented groups. This lack of
representation is detrimental to the field of music theory, let alone the broader scope of music as
a profession. It encourages a cycle of gendered gatekeeping and subsequently perpetuates a cycle

Hisama, Ellie M. "Power and Equity in the Academy: Change from within." Current Musicology no. 102
(Spring, 2018): 81-92, 287.
51
Palfy and Gilson, “The Hidden Curriculum in the Music Theory Classroom.”
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of white supremacy and gendered supremacy. In the following chapter, I will 1) expand on my
argument that music theory pedagogy does not value women composers, 2) briefly elucidate the
reason for this disparity in representation, and 3) highlight the detrimental effects that
underrepresentation in textbooks can have.
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CHAPTER 3: THE VALUE OF WOMEN TO THE WESTERN CANON
Part I: Exploring Music Theory’s Exclusion of Women
After surveying the popular textbooks and anthologies with a feminist lens, I found
myself asking several questions. First, why are not enough women featured in textbooks and
other teaching materials? Second, why are women (as well as nonwhite composers) referred to
by first and last name, while the white men composers are referenced only by last name? Lastly,
what are the negative effects of this lack of gender representation? In this chapter, I explore the
hidden curriculum of music theory. I argue that women composers are not featured as
prominently as men composers because they do not hold equal value within the canon. Because
of this, women are less likely to be referred to by last name only. It is crucial that more women
be regularly represented, as the effects of not doing so are detrimental to the shaping of the rising
generation of women composers. The effects of repeated lack of representation have been
detrimental and will continue to be such until theorists and pedagogues make substantial
repertoire changes.

Are Women Composers Rule-Breakers?
There are several debates and approaches as to which factors ultimately influence the
underrepresentation of women composers in theory pedagogy and analysis textbooks. One
possible reason, as described by Ellie Hisama in her book Gendering Musical Modernism, is
women composers’ preference not to conform to standards and rules, which is often interpreted
as musical incompetence instead of compositional innovation.52 However, I argue that the reason
for the lack of representation of women in music theory goes much deeper than “not conforming
Hisama, Ellie M. Gendering Musical Modernism: The Music of Ruth Crawford, Marion Bauer, and Miriam
Gideon. New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2001.
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to standards.” There are countless instances when men composers did not follow traditional
compositional practice, yet many of these pieces are the most recognized and celebrated works
due to their alleged innovative non-conformity.53 Nonetheless, music scholars continue to uphold
these pieces as part of the canon and praise them for their innovative qualities.54
Much of music theory analysis seeks to understand and define the ways in which music
defies precedent, norms, and traditional composition rules. Music that does not break the
common practice contrapuntal rules is rare which contributes to the difficulty first semester
theory students face when analyzing “real” pieces of music.55 The most influential and highly
regarded composers were those that defied norms and did not conform to established precedents.
So, the postulation that the works of women composers not being accepted pedagogically due to
the deviation from traditional composition norms is not admissible.
I argue that the reason why women-composed pieces are not as widely accepted in the
Western canon runs much deeper: their underrepresentation stems from centuries of a socially
and culturally accepted misogyny that upholds anti-feminist values and ultimately influences the

See Ewell, "Music Theory’s Quantitative and Qualitative Whiteness." See “masterworks” works by Beethoven,
Debussy, and Stravinsky.
54
For example, the “unusual use” of the tritone in Beethoven’s Fourth Concerto and Mozart’s “Classic Concerto” as
discussed by Adena Portowitz, "Innovation and Tradition in the Classic Concerto: Mozart's K. 453 (1784) as a
Model for Beethoven's Fourth Concerto (1805-06)," in The Beethoven Journal 12, no. 2 (Winter 1997): 65-72.;
Schubert’s “innovative” contributions to sonata-form as described by Gordon Sly, "Schubert's Innovations in Sonata
Form: Compositional Logic and Structural Interpretation," in Journal of Music Theory 45, no. 1 (Spring 2001): 119150.; Debussy’s “newness” and modal influence on Jazz musicians such as Miles Davis and John Coltrane as
discussed by Sergio Pamies, "Deconstructing Modal Jazz Piano Techniques: The Relation between Debussy's Piano
Works and the Innovations of Post-Bop Pianists," in Jazz Education in Research and Practice 2, no. 1 (Spring
2021): 76-105.; Haydn’s use of “wit” in many of his symphonies as discussed by James Hepokoski and Warren
Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata, New
York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2006. (39).; Mendelssohn and Schumann’s passionate commitment to “the
reform of music” in their time according to Judith Chernaik, "Mendelssohn Reconsidered." in Musical Times 154,
(Spring 2013): 45-55, 2. Regarding overall musical output, Lewis Lockwood describes Beethoven’s works as having
“enough unorthodoxy to alarm musical conservatives but deeply impress open-minded patrons and connoisseurs,”
(Lockwood, Lewis, "Beethoven's Early Works for Violoncello and Pianoforte: Innovation in Context." The
Beethoven Newsletter 1, no. 2 (Summer, 1986): 17-21.).
55
“Real” in this case being music that can be found outside of a beginner music theory textbook that only features
select measures of certain pieces of music or only includes examples composed by the author.
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perceived value of certain music. Adam Neely argues that the term “music theory,” used widely
to describe ideas and concepts of the structures of music, is really “the harmonic style of
eighteenth-century European musicians.”56 He further asserts that musicians are trained to view
the two concepts as the same because of white supremacy.57 Jonathan Basset similarly argues
that the canonical selection of music materials used in educational settings is questionable due to
its lack of inclusivity. The problem, Basset states, is the perceived value that is placed on the
current music materials educators use.58 David Chong questions the over-dominating presence of
Eurocentric repertoire in American music institutions by using an anti-racist and anti-colonialist
lens to conduct a study of a university level Afro-Latin music program. Chong proposes that
traditional university level music education (in the United States) is deeply rooted in oppressive
Eurocentric practices.59 Juliet Hess asserts that “current music education curricula across Canada
designate Western classical music as the music most worthy of study through emphasis on
elements of music that are decidedly Western.”60 Currently, the Western canon highlights and
significantly values the “harmonic style of eighteenth century European musicians”61 over
subsequently marginalized musicians and their musical output.

Neely, Adam. “Music Theory and White Supremacy.” Published September 7, 2020. YouTube video, 44:01.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kr3quGh7pJA&t=37s.
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Bassett, Jonathan. "A Philosophical Inquiry on the Valuation and Selection of Musical Materials for Culturally
Diverse Learners in Global Environments." PhD diss., University of South Florida, 2010.
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Chong, David Gerardo. "Amending College Music Education: An Oral History of a Graduate Music Program at
Cal State LA." PhD diss., California State University, Los Angeles, 2019. ProQuest Theses and Dissertations.
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Hess, Juliet. "Decolonizing Music Education: Moving Beyond Tokenism." International Journal of Music
Education 33, no. 3 (August 2015): 336-347.
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The Gender Frame of Music Theory
In the following discussion, I explore my assertion that the current Western music canon
not only favors white supremacy, but also a gender frame that ultimately benefits and values men
over other genders. Mary Brown Hinley claims that the professional field of music conducting is
the hardest for women to enter due to societal norms and gender discrimination. She also
addresses the subject of women composers and challenges the Historical question of whether
women have the intellectual capabilities to compose music. Claiming that the assumed lack of
compositional ability stems from sexism ingrained in sociological ideals (many of which
Pucciani addresses in her article),62 Hinley describes the connection between sexism and the lack
of representation of women-composed pieces pertaining to concert repertoire and
performances.63 I argue that due to deeply ingrained anti-feminist practices, men-composed
works ultimately hold more value to Western music. This is shown directly in my visual aides in
Chapter 2 of gender representation statistics in the most popular textbooks and anthologies.
While the textbooks and anthologies observed in this project are not the sole sources for Western
music pedagogy, they are among the most popular. Therefore, the message is clear: women are
not valued in the Western theory pedagogical canon.
The argument that women are not valued but instead are oppressed within Western music
is not a new claim. Several music scholars have previously discussed the exclusion, and
sometimes even erasure, of women from Western music and music theory as a whole. Feminist
theorists such as Julia Koza, Ellie Hisama, and Elizabeth Gould have published articles
discussing this topic.64 Koza’s 1994 article “Aesthetic Music Education Revisited: Discourses of

Pucciani, "Sexism in Music Education: Survey of the Literature, 1972-1982."
Hinely, Mary Brown. "The Uphill Climb of Women in American Music: Conductors and Composers." Music
Educators Journal 70, no. 9 (1984): 42-45. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3400740.
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Exclusion and Oppression” investigates the educational philosophy of “aesthetic music
education” as presented in Bennet Reimer’s A Philosophy of Music Education (1970).65 Koza’s
publication sparked a controversial response from Reimer regarding her initial argument that
aesthetic music education contributes to the “oppression of women and other marginalized
groups.”66 In his 1995 response article “Gender, Feminism, and Aesthetic Education: Discourses
of Inclusion and Empowerment,” Bennett Reimer contends that, despite what Koza claims, men
in the music profession have not oppressed women or their musical ideas.67 Reimer also argues
that classical music and its players are not elitist, but quite inclusive, without providing any solid
evidence to support either of his claims. Moreover, Leonard Tan explains that “the only way that
Western classical music can be elitist in the twenty-first century is if it is not offered in
schools… It is in calling Western classical music elitist and removing it from the curriculum that
we make it so.”68
In her article “To Love or Not to Love (Western Classical Music): That is the Question
(For Music Educators),” Estelle Jorgensen further asserts that the love for traditional Western
music is fleeting and that it must be preserved because of its strong cultural significance. She
insists that categorizing Western music with blanket terms such as homogenous, elitist,
heterosexist, racist, and classist does not consider the greater value of the music.69 I counter the
arguments of Reimer, Tan, and Jorgensen by asking: What music exactly are we valuing? If
98.3% of examples in music theory textbooks are composed by one dominant group, is not music
Reimer, Bennett. A Philosophy of Music Education. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1970.
Koza, Julia Eklund. “Aesthetic Music Education Revisited: Discourses of Exclusion and Oppression.” Philosophy
of Music Education Review 2, no. 2 (1994): 75–91. http://www.jstor.org/stable/40327074.
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68 Tan, Leonard. "Towards a Transcultural Theory of Democracy for Instrumental Music Education." Philosophy of
Music Education Review 22, no. 1 (Spring, 2014): 61-77.
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theory, and Western music by proxy, homogenous?70 If over 98% of textbook examples are
composed by whites, is Western music and music theory not perpetuating racism? If 93.6% of
these textbooks only feature men composers, are they not perpetuating a misogynistic agenda?
Finally, if the current canon primarily features and values a certain genre or style (e.g., classical
vs. rap), is it not elitist? One of the top seven textbooks, titled Complete Musician, features Bach,
Beethoven, and Mozart in 36% of examples and women only in .4%. The implications are clear:
the complete musician is a white European man.71 While Western music and music theory may
not explicitly claim or promote these negative “blanket terms,” the current structure and values
of the canon imply otherwise.

Exploring the “Why” – Music Theory’s Exclusive, Misogynistic Practices
To examine the current structure of values within the canon, it may be beneficial to
explore a possible reason as to why so many groups have been marginalized and excluded from
music theory and its pedagogical canon.72 When discussing the presence of Americana found in
Aaron Copland’s music of the early twentieth century, Richard Taruskin highlights the roots of
where popular acceptance of music stems from and who decides the consequent value of music.
Taruskin explains “popular acceptance, as evidenced both by audience reaction and by
professional emulation, is what determines the authenticity of musical nationalism; and popular
acceptance is a complicated transaction into which many historical factors inevitably, and
unpredictably, play.”73 Although several factors contribute to the overall popularity of certain
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musics, simply put, what is popular is decided by “the people.” However, who are these people?
What do they value?
For centuries, the Western classical canon and those who take part in popularizing
literature, art, and music have contributed to a hyper-valuing of the music of white men,
meanwhile marginalizing and “othering” those that are not do not conform to this frame.74 These
practices may stem from what Peter Hoyt explores in his chapter “On the Primitives of Music
Theory,” which is featured in Music Theory and the Natural Order from the Renaissance to the
Early Twentieth Century. Hoyt investigates the concept of “savages” and “cultured” people as
created by the ideals of fifteenth and sixteenth century European explorers. He explains that
these ideals have shaped the perspectives of aesthetics in music and have manifested in music
theory and modern tonality. Arguing that the “subconscious” is biased when analyzing music,
Hoyt believes that there may be no way to overcome preconceived preferences due to the
psychological values that have been placed on music.75 Hoyt’s research highlights the prejudices
that have been deeply ingrained in Western society against nonwhite people, which filters into
many aspects of music and theory pedagogy.
In a similar way that subconscious racial bias (and at times even blatant racial bias)
affects the perception of musics, there is subconscious bias that affects the perception of women
both within and outside of music. This is most notable in what names are and are not used to
refer to notable historical figures. Outside of the field of music, Linda Glaser asks “when talking
about famous people, do you say “Darwin” but “Marie Curie?” Dickens but Emily Dickinson?
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Shakespeare but Jane Austen?” Glaser argues that “what’s in a name – or part of a name –
matters.”76 Glaser highlights the internal and subconscious biases several participants of a study
possessed that demonstrate how the oppression of women in Western society is perpetuated:
In new research, psychologists found that study participants, on average, were more
than twice as likely to call male professionals – even fictional ones – by their last
name only, compared to equivalent female professionals. This example of gender
bias, say researchers, may be contributing to gender inequality. The eight studies,
which included men and women, showed the difference in naming affected
participants’ judgments of professionals: When men were referred to only by
surname, they were perceived as more famous and more important than the women,
who were referred to by their first and last names.77
Reasons for this bias can stem from several culturally and sociologically ingrained practices,
such as the traditional impermanence of a woman’s surname due to patriarchal marriage
practices. Moreover, according to the study, scholars argue that “people may be more likely to
attend to a woman’s first name, because it marks her atypical gender in male-dominated
professions.”78 This “atypical gender” stems from Mykol Hamilton’s research of the malecentric gender bias that envelops professions deemed more masculine, such as science.79
Hamilton asserts that “people” are assumed to be male until proven otherwise; the assumed
genetic default is inherently male-dominated as a result of societal biases and subconscious
sexism.
This answers the question of: why is it that textbooks, and by default musicians, refer to
women composers by first and last name – Amy Beach, Florence Price, Clara Schumann,
Barbara Strozzi, Fanny Hensel, Pauline Viardot, Marion Bauer, Nadia and Lili Boulanger, etc. –
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yet men composers are simply referenced by last name?80 The notion that Hamilton presents is
confirmed when looking at music examples in textbooks or classroom settings: composers are
assumed to be men until proven otherwise. Likewise, as proven in my research of the textbooks,
men composers are notably “more famous” than women composers, not only because of the
degree to which they are featured in these texts, but the ways in which they are presented.
Because men are only referred to by last name in textbooks, for example, they are likely to be
perceived as more famous than women and nonwhite composers who are referred to by first and
last name. Musicians are perpetuating this gendered bias by referring to women composers by
first and last names within and outside of pedagogical texts.
The racist practices described by Hoyt intertwine with misogynistic values to not only
exclude nonwhite people from Western music, but to also exclude women from it. These
prejudices and biases ultimately influence which pieces are considered “popular” in the canon
today. To answer my question posed earlier about who decides the popularity of music, and thus
the music theory canon, it is not a baseless assumption that “the people are white, cis-gender
men. Therefore, white supremacy and misogynistic structures have held a strong grip over
deciding the popularity of Western classical music, and, by extension, theory pedagogy.

Part II: The Detrimental Effects of Underrepresentation
I have established that women are severely underrepresented in music theory pedagogy
while highlighting the relation between value, popularity, and misogynistic practices. I have also
examined their intersections with the music theory pedagogical canon. Next, I will underscore
the importance of diverse gender representation in music theory pedagogy. If women comprise
See any example in all textbooks examined in Chapter 1. If the piece was composed by a man, only his last name
was featured. If a piece was written by a woman, both first and last names are used.
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roughly half of the world’s population, why is it that they only make up 6.4% of examples in
music theory textbooks?8182 Should there not be equity in representation according to real-world
gender ratios? When women are excluded from history, half of the world’s history is lost. In this
next section, I examine the theory pedagogical canon through a feminist lens in order to discuss
the reason why diversity in music, namely textbook examples, is important. In doing so, I
highlight the negative effects of underrepresentation.

Textbook Representation and Gender Gap in Professions
It is first beneficial to present the demographics of gender in the field of music theory.
While the lack of representation of women can be seen across several fields within music,
specifically examining the field of music theory reveals that there is a sizable gap in the
numerical representation of women to men. As of 2019, women comprise only 33.2% of the
Society for Music Theory’s membership.83 Further, those that identify as transgender, nonbinary, or chose not to answer make up .6% of SMT members.84 In reference to Elizabeth
Gould’s research on the significant lack of women conductors,85 the lack of women in music
theory can be similarly attributed to a combination of factors stemming from sexism, lack of
representative role models, and historical precedents. All three of these elements are
interconnected and co-dependent on each other.
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Concerning the practices of Western music and culture until the late 19th century,
historical precedents made clear that it was rare for women to possess the resources necessary to
compose, publish, and perform music due to societal expectations.86 Even when women
managed to study music and publish their works, their work was not as readily accepted into the
Western canon.88 This lack of representation led to a dearth of role models for each subsequent
generation of aspiring women composers, thus perpetuating the cycle. Moreover, centuries of
sexist and misogynistic societal practices and assumptions (both within and outside of music)
substantially contributed to the exclusive nature of the musical world.89 The significant lack of
women composers featured in music theory textbooks and anthologies therefore is a direct
product of sexism, patriarchal structure, and historical precedents.90
What, then, are the potential lasting effects of this long-standing lack of representation
and under-valuing of women in music theory? For her 1996 dissertation, Cheryl Ann Jackson
interviewed twelve women band directors, highlighting their experiences with gender
discrimination to reveal the reasons behind the drastic gender gap in the professional field of
conducting. Jackson argues that educators stand as substantial role models in their field and that
as more women pursue and accept positions in music conducting, younger women will be
encouraged to join as well.91 The same can be said for the discipline of music theory. The lack of
representation of women and other minoritized genders in our textbooks and anthologies can be
correlated to the gap in representation seen in the field of music theory. If more women were to
Yelloly, Margaret. “Disclosing Women’s Voices.” Early Music 33, no. 4 (November 2005): 704–6.; Whitesitt,
Linda. “XVI: Women’s Support and Encouragement of Music and Musicians.” In Women and Music: A History
2nd ed, edited by Karin Pendle, 481-494. Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2001.
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see themselves represented in their learning materials, would they be more likely to pursue a
career in that field? More specifically, if women were to see women composers in their music
theory examples, would they be more likely to pursue a career as a theorist or composer? It is
likely that the root of this problem starts with our textbooks and teaching materials.
The low percentage of women in SMT, and the field of Western music theory more
broadly, stems, in part, from the lack of representation of women in music theory pedagogy
examples (e.g., textbooks, anthologies, and supplemental analytical pieces). Although there are
articles written about the lack of representation of women in the music world, the effects of this
underrepresentation on musicians are not as well documented.92 As such, I will discuss how
representation affects scholars in other fields. For example, young girls lose interest in the
sciences by the age of nine, the same age in which they become “aware of societal gender
roles.”93 Abolaji Samuel Mustapha draws on studies of gender representation in academic
textbooks—across several disciplines and countries—to argue that there is not enough, and
sometimes, even a clear misrepresentation of women in scholarly texts. Mustapha’s research
further highlights the recurring stereotypical roles assigned to women, on the one hand, as well
as the sexist themes that can be found throughout several textbooks, on the other. Mustapha
urges others to consider that when there is little or no representation of women in textbooks, the
implications can be detrimental for the shaping of young minds.94 Micaela Wells similarly posits
that, as society works toward women’s equality, education is what holds women back: “…here in
2021, young women are told [they] can make history and achieve anything. But that’s difficult to
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believe when history curriculums marginalize or ignore women’s accomplishments.”95 In sum,
the more women see themselves included in academic curricula, the more likely they are to
pursue a career in a field normally perceived to be for men.

Where the Hidden Curriculum and Underrepresentation Intersect
How does hidden curriculum in music theory influence professional musicians like
theorists? Palfy and Gilson compare the under-representation of theorists alongside the field of
STEM, arguing:
“If you are not represented in a particular role (such as women in professional roles
within STEM fields), it is hard to envision yourself taking that role (there is a noted
male dominance in declared STEM majors at both the undergraduate and graduate
level). Similarly, some students may, then, understand the prevalence of white,
Christian, Austro-Germanic, straight, cisgender men represented in the repertory as
a bar for entry into the field of music theory, whether that message is intentional or
not. These students may receive the message that not only are they not valued, but
that they should not (and cannot) participate in either theory or composition…
Students are perceiving an implicit message in the music theory classroom that only
W.A.M. canon composers are important and integral to the study of music theory.
One of the potential effects of students getting the impression that only canon
composers are “influential” in the field of music theory is that the students who do
not fit the description of those canon composers (white, cisgender male, of
Western-European, often German or Austrian descent, Christian, and heterosexual)
may feel that they are not able to continue in their musical careers as composers or
theorists.”96
Blumberg and Kenan also evaluated gender representation in textbooks, both in
educational examples as well as sourced material. They ultimately conclude that there is a
significant gap in the representation of women. Because of this underrepresentation, they
propose that young girls are more likely to pursue stereotypical roles, such as those pertaining to
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housework, thus creating even more of a gender gap in many professions. Their solution to this
issue is reform that ensures the success of the rising generation of women.97 The less
representation of diverse composers there is, the less likely people of underrepresented
communities will be to seek a career in the field. In more blatant words, the dominance of white
men in the field of music theory is a direct result of the over-valuing of white men in the music
theory canon and therefore inherently excludes any person that does not fit within that category.
Specifically regarding music theory pedagogy, I propose that as we continue to include and
represent a broad range of composers in our teaching materials – not just white, European cisgender men – there will be a significant increase in diversity representation in the professional
field.

Concluding Remarks
As a result of the lack of representation of women in music theory pedagogical material,
women are less likely to pursue a career in the field. So how can we break this cycle of
underrepresentation? In the following chapter, I highlight approaches and solutions presented by
various scholars within and outside of the field of music academia. Although many scholars
agree that expanding representation through the use of diverse pedagogical examples is an
important step in deconstructing the racist and anti-feminist practices of the Western canon, this
is not the only solution. The following chapter explores many diverse approaches to resolving
the issues that I have presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: LITERATURE REVIEW OF SOLUTIONS FOR
UNDERREPRESENTATION AND DIVERSIFYING THE CANON
In the following chapter, I explore previously presented solutions that pertain to the issue.
Referring back to my “diversification tree,” each of the solutions presented are leaves that stem
from a categorical branch. For example, some solutions I focus on incorporate a feminist lens, a
critical pedagogy lens, a racial lens, a gendered lens, anti-colonial or decolonial lens, and deWesternization lens, to name a few. Ultimately, I believe the most favorable approach to
resolving centuries-long issues of misogyny, racial and gender framing, and Euro-centric
gatekeeping is one that combines several interdisciplinary approaches from the tree, suggesting a
hybrid solution that aims to repair past issues while also ensuring future success. I view this
project as a hybrid of various approaches presented in the following discussion in which I pick
certain branches and leaves to create my contribution. Although the scope of this project cannot
address every issue, I chose to highlight solutions that most directly pertain to diversifying
gender representation in Western music theory pedagogy.

Quotas, Benchmarks, and Affirmative Action – Oh My!
In his blogpost, Phil Ewell discusses the necessity for gender quota benchmarks in
membership, awards, and committee makeup of SMT, claiming “forced inclusion is needed in
music theory to change power structures.”98 Ewell’s argument stems from a law Norway enacted
in 2006 that constituted a timeline model of gender diversity at the corporate level.99 For years,
many companies claimed that no women were qualified to serve in CEO positions. However,
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after the law was enacted, corporations had two years to ensure that at least 40% of their board
members were women. (Un)surprisingly, the companies were able to find these qualified
women.100 Currently, only 7% of United Airlines pilots are women. The airline has committed to
training 5,000 new pilots by 2030, half of which are projected to be women or people of color.101
United’s diversity benchmark goal received backlash from conservative television host Tucker
Carlson due to its apparent “suffering from an incurable brain disease called wokeness.”102
Carlson claims that, when it comes to airplanes and pilot programs, “there is only one standard
that matters, and it is not race and it is not gender. It’s competence. The way people look is
totally irrelevant. How they perform is all you should care about.”103 However, what if society
gives a certain group an unfair advantage to perform higher than others? This was the case in
Norway: it was “too difficult” to find qualified women for the position until it was mandatory for
corporations to hire women.104 If the way people look is “irrelevant” as Carlson says, why are
there not more women and people of color already in these pilot programs?105 If what Carlson
says is true, then the imbalance in gender representation across many fields is simply a result of
men’s “competence” and societal value. According to Carlson’s logic, there would be no need
for these benchmark quotas to be enacted in professional environments if women were simply
more competent.
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Charlotte Whitton, the former mayor of Ottawa, Canada, stated that “whatever women
do, they must do twice as well as men to be thought half as good.”106 Elizabeth Gorman and Julie
Kmec’s article “Hierarchical Rank and Women's Organizational Mobility: Glass Ceilings in
Corporate Law Firms” proves that the mayor’s comment is completely true. Over several years,
Gorman and Kmec conducted five different surveys on the working environments in the United
States and Great Britain. More women than men agreed or strongly agreed with the statement
“my job requires that I work very hard.”107 According to Gorman, many women feel the need to
prove themselves (their worth, value, and competence) in their working environment, in order to
be seen as equal to men.108109
In 1961, U.S. President John F. Kennedy issued an executive order that detailed the antidiscriminatory practice of affirmative action, which had been originally intended for
employment.110 Affirmative action has also been applied by university admissions committees
attempting to combat white male privilege prevalent in higher education.111 By applying the
gendered benchmark quota Ewell presents for SMT membership and United Airlines’s
benchmark goal, the music theory community could commit to taking affirmative action
regarding gender representation in learning material. Course curriculum designers (whether
professors or other industry authors) could commit to featuring women composers in 50% of
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examples – or even 100% if the educator so chooses. In the case of textbooks and anthologies,
specifically, authors and publishers could commit to featuring women X% in future publications
to combat the misogynistic frame that the music theory curriculum currently upholds. However,
this is not the sole solution to the issue. Quotas are progressive, helpful guidelines, but they can
come across as impersonal and tokenistic. The idea of quotas and benchmarks as they pertain to
music theory pedagogy are beyond the scope of this project but would make for a fantastic future
discussion or project.

Hybrid Approaches
One hybrid method is presented in the CMS Manifesto in which the Task Force on the
Undergraduate Music Major (TFUMM) urges that three pillars—Creativity, Diversity, and
Integration—are integral parts of music learning.112 TFUMM argues that all three pillars must be
present in university-level education in order to provide a well-rounded, diverse education. The
Manifesto encourages programs to reevaluate their curriculum with the goal to prepare students
for the changing job market. Some proposed changes include student-led curriculum choices,
reducing core requirements, and introducing a new core curriculum. However, Elizabeth Sayrs
critiques this Manifesto’s idealist values and argument that current pedagogy is ineffective,
claiming that it is a “classic straw person argument.”113 Sayrs argues that while the changes
proposed in the Manifesto initially appear attractive, they do not appreciate or value the current
systems of pedagogy in place.114 Despite the Manifesto’s intentions, it appears to be a perfect
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world scenario in which all music programs will need to acquire adequate funding and staffing to
execute the proposals.
Similarly to the approach presented in TFUMM’s Manifesto, Robert Davidson and
Mandy Lupton critique the traditional non-inclusive approach of music theory pedagogy in an
effort to persuade theory scholars that modern theory courses should reflect the diversity that is
necessary for educated musicianship. Instead of focusing solely on sources and compositions
from the Baroque, Classical, and Romantic eras, the authors urge educators to draw from sources
that resonate with current and modern musical arts performance, education, and artistic
techniques. Davidson and Lupton provide ideas as to how to better integrate the diversity of
modern music in curriculum including approaches similar to those in the Manifesto.115 Still, this
idea sparks logistical questions. Would universities need to switch their curriculum structure to
Western pop-based textbooks? Would university educators be required to create their own
popular music curriculum, or are there enough resources available that would make for a
seamless transition?

Embedding Feminism in Music Theory Instruction
Some scholars choose to approach restructuring curriculum from a feminist and antiracist perspective. Observing trends in young children’s music education programs, Sarah
Elizabeth Tomlinson argues that women and composers of color are typically overlooked, even
erased. To remedy this, Tomlinson insists that musicology and music education require
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interdisciplinary collaboration to ensure a diverse and critically engaged music curriculum.116
Jonathan Bassett also proposes a solution to the issue of selective canonization117 by urging
educators to work toward a more inclusive curriculum that highlights the values of musical
aspects of a multitude of cultures. For her part, Marrienne Kielian-Gilbert attempts to address the
gap between theory and the practice of gender equity. By re-evaluating the changes that have
occurred in feminist work from 1970 to 2000, Kilian-Gilbert claims that there is still much more
progress to be made to ensure gender equality in music pedagogy.118 Similarly, Elizabeth Gould
claims that even the field of education, a highly feminized profession, does not implement
enough feminist ideals in its curriculum. Drawing from the critical feminist theories and writings
of other scholars, Gould argues that music education can be much more effective if it
incorporates more feminist perspectives, such as philosophy, theory, and movement.119 Rachel
Lumsden further argues that “students tend to be more engaged when they believe they have
something in common with their instructor.”120
As such, homophily can be applied to a student’s relationship with their instructional
materials. According to this argument, students will be more engaged with music theory
curriculum if they see composers that look like them, and women will be more likely to connect
with the field of music theory if they are represented in their learning materials. Indeed, Kate
Fitzpatrick urges music educators to both consider their students’ cultural backgrounds and the
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crucial role these cultural identities play in the formation of self-identity.121 She argues that
much of the music curriculum taught in public schools is not inclusive and will reap negative
consequences on the development of each student’s identity. Mustapha’s textbook about
representation research (as discussed in Chapter 2) proves this fact.122 Fitzpatrick therefore
proposes a “culturally relevant pedagogy” inclusive of examples geared toward the development
of cultural identity.123
Carol Richardson likewise examines the disparity between music education and issues of
social justice and equity in her research on university systems. She argues that the music
curriculum taught presently is elitist and that it must be re-examined and remodeled at the
university level. Richardson argues, for example, that music should be used to engage the
surrounding community, not encourage division through elitism.124 With a goal to include more
women composers in middle-school curriculum, Roberta Lamb proposes strategies to gathering
material for music education, outlining viable classroom examples that fit a feminist perspective
(such as more compositions by women composers).125
Most scholarly solutions to… involve curriculum change to meet the demands that a
diverse population of students requires. However, Haywood and Schwartz both present an
interesting perspective pertaining to the underrepresentation of women in music. Haywood
identifies the root of the issue as starting with instructor education. Haywood claims that both the
widely accepted approach to teaching music and the conventional subject matter that are taught
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are far too traditional because neither have been thoughtfully re-examined since the nineteenth
century. Haywood thus proposes a framework called the “Timeline Integration Model,” which
both provides a new approach to teaching music from a socio-historical context as well as
example lessons that make use of the model.126 Similarly, Linda Schwartz argues that the
discourse surrounding, and education techniques related to, music theory pedagogy are severely
misaligned compared to other research and educational fields within music. In essence, Schwartz
calls for better teacher education, asserting the need for more research focused on relevant issues
in music.127
“The invisibility of the hidden curriculum has many implications for its impact—
because hidden curricula are an invisible element in the classroom, they can often
go unnoticed and unaddressed. In the broadest sense, this is what creates such
difficulty with a hidden curriculum: unless it is noticed, problems or successes
directly associated with it go unresolved or addressed.”128
In their article, Palfy and Gilson propose four solutions to the issues that plague hidden
curriculum, one of which is to embrace the hidden curriculum by actively and openly discussing
the current structure that music theory upholds. This allows students the opportunity to think
critically about the course content, the way in which it is portrayed, and who or what groups of
people benefit from the structure. Ultimately, I believe that the best way to tackle issues of
underrepresentation is to address the issue explicitly with students and to provide a space for
critical thinking toward solutions.
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Decoloniality and Its Intersection with Music Theory
One popular branch of diversifying music pedagogy stems from recent discussions of
Canada’s extensive history of colonization. Other scholars approach the Western canon from an
anti-colonial perspective. Burke Stanton provides a framework for decolonizing methodologies
relating to theory, practice, scholarship, and education of music, drawing heavily from
theoretical principles presented in Christopher G. Small’s book Musicking (1998).129 Arguing
that Western coloniality and Eurocentrism are detrimental to the revolutionization of music
making (musicking), Burke proposes that scholars must not only talk about the truth of
colonialism and its effect on music, but act on these discussions to invoke change as well.130
The concept of decolonizing music pedagogy has recently made its way into U.S.
institutions, as per the work of Stephanie Jensen-Moulton at City University of New York.131
The sociopolitical events of early 2020, such as the nationwide protests that ensued as a result of
the murder of George Floyd and the emergence of the COVID-19 crisis, also sparked discussion
of decoloniality and other approaches to continuing the work of decolonizing music and its
Eurocentricity.132 Many scholars approach diversity and representation, particularly in music,
from a lens of decoloniality as it pertains to racist systemic structures. Juliet Hess focuses on the
power relations that can be seen in Western music, warning of the dangers of tokensim when
teaching the music of “othered” (nonwhite, non-colonial) cultures and communities. Hess
explores existing feminist models of curricular restructuring and applies a decolonial music lens
their inclusion in music curriculum. She proposes three models as they pertain to music learning,
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the “Musician-as-Tourist,” “Musician-as-Explorer,” and “Comparative Musics Model,” the latter
of which she proposes as a solution to the issues of coloniality in Western music.133 This
particular solution encourages learners to observe the similarities and interconnectedness of
Indigenous and Colonial cultures. Moreover, Anita Prest and Katie Tremblay encourage
Canadian music learners to engage with Indigenous music through informed interdisciplinary
study, by incorporating student interests in the learning process.134
Still, the solutions to the racist and misogynistic structure of music theory primarily stop
at “yes, we need to broaden the scope of the canon.” Most scholars agree that the canon must be
expanded, but few provide substantial approaches as to how to broaden the scope, especially
without harming and tokenizing the cultures and minority groups. Regarding decoloniality, Attas
and Walker implore music educators to “ask not ‘why’ but ‘why not’ decolonize,” recognizing
“that the most pressing question is probably not ‘why’ but ‘how…’ decolonization is a process,
not a product.”135 Leonard Tan presents a noteworthy solution to broadly diversifying music
through transcultural theory in instrumental education. Tan draws from “ancient Chinese
philosophy and American pragmatism,” all while imploring music pedagogues of both Eastern
and Western cultures to converge and develop upon the transcultural theory.136 Highlighting the
lack of democracy that plagues musicians of Western musical practices, Tan provides a
framework for what transculturally inspired teaching might look like. Drawing from “ancient
Chinese philosophy and American pragmatism,” Tan proposes a democratic framework that
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eliminates the “authoritarian” style in which Western bands function currently.137However, this
idea of transculturality sits on a fine line of cultural appropriation versus appreciation. In the
following section, I highlight discourse pertaining to music and cultural meaning.

Possible Negative Effects of Diversifying the Canon
Some scholars discuss expanding the canon to include music of non-Western cultures and
countries in order to combat the racial and gendered homogeneity of Western music pedagogies.
Paula Grissom-Broughton applies a feminist/Black feminist perspective on Western music to
argue that the current canon focuses on patriarchal values and promotes Eurocentrism. She
suggests that music curriculum and pedagogy can be more diverse if musicians broaden the
scope of the canon they are currently teaching.138 In a similar vein, Anita Hanawalt conducted a
study across California community college and university students, revealing that the majority of
students agree that university-level music curriculum is not inclusive of non-European descent
and non-male genders. Hanawalt proposes a model university core curriculum that instead
features non-Western and other diverse examples of music.139
Exploring educational equity in music education, Butler, Lind, and McKoy create a
framework for researching the interconnectedness of music education and issues of race,
ethnicity, and culture. They provide evidence of hidden barriers that arise when further taking
into account the diverse races, cultures, and ethnicities of students. Ultimately, they advocate for
contextual lesson plans that accentuate multiculturalism and build upon cultural differences to
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create a unified and pluralistic education.140 Patricia Shehan Campbell advocates for a more
inclusive music curriculum, too, arguing that a more diverse curriculum with multicultural
aspects can enrich the learning experience and benefit the advancement of social justice. She
ultimately argues that music curriculum should not be limited to the dominant Western European
musical canon.141
Incorporating non-Western music into Western pedagogical material is an inclusive idea,
but it is crucial that scholars consider the resulting possibilities of tokenization, appropriation,
and paradoxical power relations. Juliet Hess interrogates the concept of critical pedagogy in
music to illuminate the potential negative effects of this approach, highlighting the problems that
may emerge as a result of expanding the Western music canon. Hess explains that “society
routinely applauds White anti-racist allies for their efforts, and reads them as ‘neutral.’ When
White individuals do anti-racist work and receive praise for it while activists of color receive
criticism, resistance, or even violence for similar work, a paradox emerges.”142 Hess goes on to
explain that for teachers who engage in critical music pedagogy, it is “important to consider that
the very power relations critical pedagogues aim to disrupt are those same relations that allow
white teachers to do this work while teachers of color often face opposition.”143 In sum, Hess
claims that critical pedagogy may, at times, inflict oppression on others, even while trying to rid
the education system of racism, sexism, and other oppressive structures.
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Moreover, the issue of appropriation presents itself as a critical challenge when
representing diverse cultures and musical styles in the classroom. Many scholars outside the field
of music have discussed what constitutes cultural appropriation and its negative effects.
Discussions range from the appropriateness of those dressing in sacred cultural dress, such as
Japanese Kimono144 and Native American ceremonial headdress,145 to cultural erasure disguised
as “multiculturalism”146 because of white colonialism.147 Others identify the thin or blurred line
between culture appreciation and appropriation.148 Many have differing opinions as to where,
why, and how the line gets drawn. One scholar even argues that cultural appropriation is not only
inevitable, but in fact necessary. Hsiao-Cheng Han states “appropriation is critical and
meaningful in art. Scholars also recognize that cultural appropriation is an inevitable action...
However, cultural appropriation is not always a pure representation of another culture but a
tangled representation of political, economic, globalized, and cultural hegemony.”149 This begs
the question of what, if anything, is appropriate appropriation?150
Music educators must educate themselves on issues pertaining to cultural appropriation
and cultural erasure so as not to cause more damage to those “othered” by the Western music
canon. In a talk given at the 2021 SMT conference, Renata Yazzie highlights the problematic
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approach of trying to analyze Indigenous music, specifically that of the Diné (Navajo) people.
Yazzie suggests that to observe and analyze such music from a Western approach, such as tonal
analysis, diminishes the value behind the music. Instead, Yazzie presents ways to analyze the
music from a Diné perspective while simultaneously maintaining the “integrity of Diné
epistemology of song.”151 Music scholar Karen Howard urges music educators to “take the time
to explore the source culture and approach the traditions of others in a respectful manner so the
people and musics studied are neither demeaned nor exploited.”152 Therefore, it is crucial that
scholars avoid the appropriation or Westernization of non-Western music practices when
expanding the canon, instead welcoming non-Western analytical techniques that ultimately
enrich the practice of music and song analysis. Still, one important question is: how does one
restructure curriculum to incorporate a diverse repertoire of composers without partaking in
tokenism or appropriative practices? Some scholars have already provided their answers to this
question, as seen in my discussion above. However, there is still much more to be had.

Concluding Remarks
In Chapter 2, I presented the issue plaguing the Western music canon and its subsequent
theory pedagogical materials: women are not valued and are thus severely underrepresented. I
highlight the negative consequences that underrepresenting women in music theory textbooks
can have, including a lack of representation within the professional field of music. I further argue
that the lack of representation perpetuates a cycle of gendered gatekeeping, which ultimately
enforces the lack of gender inclusion. I also observed several solutions of varying
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interdisciplinary approaches that use a wide range of lenses to formulate each method of
resolving the issue. Most perspectives focus on restructuring curriculum, but the extent to which
curriculum is restructured varies. Even so, there is still a significant gap in the literature
pertaining to music theory pedagogical examples and their intersection with patriarchal
structures, misogyny, and the dominant gender frame. Two questions shape the direction of my
next chapter. What should curriculum restructuring look like? And what are the processes
involved? I seek to answer these questions by synthesizing suggestions taken from the scholars
previously discussed to formulate my own solution for the issue of the underrepresentation of
women. My answer is not the final one to this question, nor is it the only correct solution. It is
intended to be used alongside other similar “branches” for future implementation in theory
pedagogical settings.
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSES AS PEDAGOGICAL ADDITIONS TO THE CANON
The gap in gender representation must be addressed, since it has far-reaching and longlasting effects for both students and professionals. Many scholars have utilized critical lenses to
present various solutions and pedagogical approaches to resolve the issue of underrepresentation. Like scholars use a critical lens to deconstruct coloniality in music education
across the U.S. and Canada, it may be beneficial to apply a similar lens to the deconstruction of
prevailing gender structures in the field of music theory. Hess explains that “by contextualizing
all musics and thinking about them in relation to each other within the curriculum, we begin to
develop a deeper understanding of music as a social practice.”153 I continue the discussion of
diversifying gender representation through my analysis of several pieces that can be used in
textbooks, anthologies, and classroom settings. The scope of this project, however, specifically
pertains to Western music and pedagogical processes related to this particular style of music.
From a Western, feminist perspective, I present possible additions to the theory pedagogical
canon with the goal of diversifying “traditional” tonal harmony education courses common in the
required curriculum for university music programs across the United States and Canada.
I first answer the questions posed in Chapter 3: What should restructuring look like? And
what are the processes involved? I have already provided a brief overview of solutions presented
by many pedagogues and scholars, both music and non-music related, in Chapter 3. I build on
Fitzpatrick’s “culturally relevant pedagogy,”154 Haywoods’ “Timeline Integration Model,”155
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and Lamb’s strategy for gathering pedagogical material.156 I present an approachable way of
finding diverse examples, while also providing accessible analyses that can be used for
pedagogical instruction. I present an approach to theory pedagogy that incorporates diversity and
inclusivity in locating examples that provide the same didactic purpose of those currently in use.
By taking a critical look at what is being used – or not used – in pedagogical material, I present a
building block for future work of diversifying the canon. I choose to focus specifically on
textbooks in this chapter, but the same process can be applied to the anthologies I discussed in
Chapter 1. Whereas most textbook examples are only a few measures in length, I present larger
sections of music to showcase the multitude of benefits these pieces offer regarding pedagogy
and in-class analysis. (Anthologies, for example, include entire movements or even works for
similar purposes.) I also include full analyses as suggestions for potential additions to future
anthological works.
After referencing the top seven textbooks discussed in Chapter 1, I chose four key topics
essential to Western theory analysis that can be observed across various competency levels of
music theory. I focus on sentence and period structure (as supported by cadences and
tonic/dominant relationships), which is normally introduced within the first two semesters of
Western tonal harmony courses. Next, I draw attention to secondary function chords (secondary
dominant and secondary leading tones), which are normally introduced between the second and
third semester of written theory courses. I then present Augmented sixth chords, which are
normally introduced after secondary dominants in instructional material. Finally, I focus on the
whole tone scale, which is typically introduced in post-tonal theory analysis regarding
impressionism.
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In this chapter, I outline a simple yet effective approach for diversifying representation in
theory curriculum. I urge educators to examine the materials they are using in their courses—
whether a textbook, anthology, or other such materials—and to observe the material from a
critical and feminist perspective. I implore educators to ask the question, Who am I over- or
under-representing? As discussed in Chapter 2, representation is necessary for diverse musicians
to feel connected to music and learning materials. Educators can therefore help their students by
dedicating a small amount of time to finding examples of underrepresented composers that
possess a similar pedagogical purpose to the ones they currently use. Indeed, this process can be
applied beyond theory pedagogy to encompass any field of music, from performance to music
history.157
The ultimate goal of expanding the canon is to go beyond tokenism and create a large
enough resource so that one group does not dominate the majority of music examples and
repertoire. Gender diversity, for example, need not be a form of tokenism, but a more equal
representation of all genders. The goal is for textbooks to include a plethora of examples by
women interspersed amongst the more “traditional” musical examples of Bach, Beethoven, and
Mozart.158

See “Discography of Underrepresented Musicians” in Appendix I.
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In this chapter, I examine the lack of representation by women composers in music
theory pedagogy, while also highlighting the monopoly of specific examples and/or composers. I
compare frequently overused examples with “newer”159 examples composed by women that not
only serve the same didactic purpose but are inherently inclusive, diverse, and representative of
women’s musical contributions. My ultimate goal is to present educators and theorists with an
example of how one might embed more inclusive examples into music theory pedagogy at the
university level. The examples I present are intended as complete analytical resources for
accessible lesson-planning.160 I analyze pieces composed by Andrea Ramsey, Fanny Hensel,
Julie von Webenau, and Lili Boulanger to demonstrate how increasing gender diversity in
textbook representation might work.

Parallel Periods: I Lift My Voice
My first example focuses on parallel periods, cadences, and tonic-dominant relationships.
I concentrate my research on the overrepresentation of Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart to these
specific topics taught in theory classrooms. In the seven textbooks covering cadences (namely
PAC, IAC, and HC), Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart comprise 69.2% of all examples, while
women composers comprise only 7.7% (Figure 5.1a). Beethoven and Mozart occupy 36.4% of
examples pertaining to parallel periods, and there are no similar examples by women (Figure
5.1b). Finally, 56.3% of examples regarding tonic and dominant relationships are composed by
Bach and Beethoven, while excerpts written by women only make up 12.5% of (Figure 5.1c).
inclusion of these four women is meant as a stepping stone of action to increase gender diversity. However, future
projects may seek to navigate increasing racial and gender diversity as a collective, or gender diversity as it pertains
to race.
159
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Moreover, as I will show, Stephen Foster’s “O Susanna” is a commonly overused example used
to teach parallel periods. Next, I demonstrate how Angela Ramsey’s “I Lift My Voice” from the
Justice Choir Songbook provides useful examples of tonic-dominant relationships, cadences, and
period structure, arguing that this example can be used to illustrate these concepts in music
theory curriculum.

Figure 5.1a Breakdown of examples of cadences in top textbooks
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Figure 5.1b Breakdown of examples of parallel periods in top textbooks

Figure 5.1.c Breakdown of examples of tonic/dominant relationships in textbooks

What is currently being used in music theory pedagogy? According to Ewell, at least one
example by Stephen Foster can be found in all but the Aldwell/Schacter texts.161 Yet Foster’s
161
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works are often highly problematic. One of Foster’s most popular pieces, “O Susanna,” for
example, stems from racist traditions of blackface minstrelsy.162 The textbooks go to lengths to
disguise the song’s origins, however, omitting the song’s lyrics from print. This move runs
counter to the common practice of including song lyrics and English translations where
applicable to music examples. 163164 So why is this song used as an example for parallel periods
when it stems from racist musical traditions?165
Here, I make a case for Ramsey’s “I Lift My Voice,” which demonstrates many structural
similarities to Foster’s “Susanna” without the racism. (Figures 5.2a and 5.2b highlight these
similarities.) In “I Lift My Voice,” the first eight measures of the piece feature two four-bar
parallel phrases, which create a parallel period. This eight-measure section of the piece
underscores the relationship between tonic and dominant chords in tonal progressions, as well as
half cadences and authentic cadences. Within the period, the cadence at the end of the first
phrase depicts a half cadence, while the cadential material at the end of the second phrase is an
imperfect authentic cadence. Ramsey’s chord progression and cadences offer a strong teaching
point both for traditional harmonic progression and for cadence structure within periods. The
first eight measures are formatted using a parallel period structure, as both melodies begin with
the same melodic idea but end differently. Likewise, Ramsey’s work offers an excellent example
of art music from the twenty-first century, a time period itself underrepresented in the literature.

Ewell, “Music Theory’s Quantitative and Qualitative Whiteness.”
Namely, the second verse.
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Figure 5.2a Period structure in first eight measures of “O Susanna” by Stephen Foster
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Figure 5.2b Period structure in Andrea Ramsey’s “I Lift My Voice”

Ramsey’s melody is easily sight-readable for first-year theory students and makes for an
excellent in-class analysis example. Moreover, the piece’s uplifting lyrics steer clear of racist
connotations, even fostering a sense of encouragement and unity in the classroom.
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Secondary Function: Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen
There are several ways to approach secondary function or applied chords. Each textbook
I analyzed focuses on a different educational approach as to how to write and identify secondary
dominants and/or secondary leading tone chords. Whereas the pedagogical approaches
themselves are diverse, the sourced examples used to enforce the concept are not. After
surveying all examples pertaining to secondary function chords across the seven music theory
textbooks I surveyed, I discovered a disparity in representation of women composers. As seen in
Figure 5.3a, 41.8% of the seventy-four examples covering secondary function collectively were
composed by Mozart, Bach, or Beethoven. Although the pieces used to demonstrate these
concepts varied, these three composers dominated the examples used for teaching secondary
function by almost half. Of the 74 total examples, only 5.4% are composed by women. The
textbooks that feature no women associated with this topic are the Aldwell/Schacter,
Clendinning/Marvin, Kostka/Payne/Almén, and the Laitz. As a side note, the
Clendinning/Marvin is written by two women, yet features no women composers for secondary
function examples.
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Figure 5.3a Breakdown of examples of secondary function in textbooks

Figure 5.3b Breakdown of examples of secondary function in textbooks featuring examples by
top seven composers
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According to the “About” page on the Composer Diversity Project, “for the most part,
Western music theory focuses on the music of the common practice (1650-1900) with an intense
focus on a small group of composers – Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart, Haydn, Handel,
Schubert, and Schumann.”166My statistics regarding secondary function almost entirely support
this claim. If I were to include the top seven composers associated with this topic, Bach,
Beethoven, Mozart, Schumann, Chopin, Haydn, and Schubert total 74.3% of examples for
secondary function (Figure 5.3b). This is an unsettlingly high percentage of representation by
male composers.
Fanny Hensel’s piece Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen offers a wonderful substitution
for various Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart examples demonstrating secondary function. Published
in 1847, Hensel’s piece features a culmination of early and mid-Romantic compositional
techniques as well as examples of secondary dominants. It is written in an ABAB’ form, and the
secondary dominants found in the first A section return in the second. This feature creates more
opportunity for analytical practice. In the score, I notate the V7/IV resolving to IV (mm. 12, 33,
37, and 51) and the V7/vi resolving to vi in B Major, (in mm. 8 and 33) then D major (in mm. 16
and 41). These two secondary harmonies are clearly notated and follow expected resolving
tendencies.
Hensel’s piece can also be used for other pedagogical and analytical practice purposes. It
features a cadential 6/4 resolution after a secondary dominant, which can be seen in mm. 2, 6, 27,
and 31 as the V64/V passes through I64 before resolving to V in B major. This is a good
teaching point for both cadential 6/4 and secondary dominants for advanced classrooms.
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Likewise, in mm. 19 and 24, Hensel sets up a V7/ii in F# minor and resolves it to a borrowed
chord, a iiø 65. This secondary function example should be used for more advanced students who
have mastered borrowed chords, but it covers both topics well if the students are at a higher level
of chord recognition.
Moreover, Hensel’s piece can be used to cover a broad range of concepts used in
Romantic-era music, such as borrowed chords (circled in light blue throughout), augmented six
chords (It6 in mm. 16, 17, 41, 42), and common chord modulations (circled in red), some of
which modulate with a secondary dominant (red with purple underline). In m. 11, Hensel
modulates to the dominant in the first of five modulations that span thirteen measures. A
secondary dominant (V65/IV moving to IV) can be seen in measure twelve with a borrowed iv
immediately following. After briefly tonicizing F#, Hensel transitions to B minor via direct
modulation in measure fifteen. Immediately following the Italian augmented six in B minor
(measure sixteen), Hensel moves to D major via common chord modulation of V in B minor and
V/vi in D.
This thirteen-measure section of Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen is rich with
secondary harmonies, borrowed chords, modulations, and other Romantic-era compositional
techniques useful for analytical practice. The common chord modulation mentioned above also
acts as a secondary dominant of the next chord (vi in D) as the progression continues in measure
seventeen. Hensel again uses a borrowed iv in beat four of measure seventeen. After briefly
tonicizing D, Hensel modulates to F# minor via common chord modulation (I in D, V/ii in F#
minor) in measure nineteen. Immediately following this modulation, Hensel uses the borrowed
the ii ø 65 chord in F# minor before briefly tonicizing E major via common chord modulation that
modulates back to B major via another common chord modulation in m. 22. Hensel uses the
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borrowed iv again in mm. 22 and 24. Since the A section returns, there is more room for
analytical practice for students. Similarly, the B’ section has a few different and new chords,
such as the borrowed ii°. Hensel’s piece would therefore make an excellent addition to a theory
textbook or supplemental teaching material for various purposes. I present a brief analysis of
mm. 11-24 in Figure 5.4, but a full analysis can be found in Appendix III.
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Figure 5.4 mm. 11-24 of Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen by Fanny Hensel
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Augmented Sixth Chords: Piano Sonata No. 1, Mvt. 2
Similar to my analysis of literature on secondary function, I found a significant lack of
representation of women in examples pertaining to augmented sixth chords. Across all textbooks
discussed in Chapter 2, there are 129 examples that address It+⁶, Fr+⁶, and Ger+⁶ chords. Only
3.9% are composed by women, while 34.9% are composed by Bach, Beethoven, or Mozart. See
Figure 10. The textbooks that do not feature women for this topic are the Laitz,
Aldwell/Schacter, and Benward/Saker. Moreover, all of the textbooks have the same overuse of
the top seven composers I previously mentioned regarding secondary function. Bach, Beethoven,
Mozart, Schumann, Chopin, Schubert, and Haydn make up 61.2% of all examples. Not one piece
stands out as particularly overused, however. Still, Figures 5.5a and 5.5b provide substantial
evidence that the highly popularized composers dominate and provide little diversification of
composers. I thus analyze Julie von Webenau’s Piano Sonata No. 1, Mvt. 2 as a teaching
example for augmented sixth chords.

Figure 5.5a Breakdown of examples of Augmented 6th chords in textbooks
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Figure 5.5b. Breakdown of examples with Augmented 6th chords across top seven textbooks
featuring examples by top seven composers

The second movement of Julie von Webenau’s Piano Sonata No. 1 is a remarkable piece
to study in an upper-level theory class. Although the piece was composed in 1830, there are
several highly chromatic sections, making it difficult to identify a key center. The second
movement is in C minor, where Webenau modulates to distant key areas such as Eb, Ab, and Bb.
These can be analyzed as the relative major and the subdominant and dominant of the relative
major. However, the Ab can also be interpreted as a move to the chromatic submediant. Like
Hensel’s piece, there are a significant number of secondary function chords (V/IV, V/iv, vii°/vi
V/ii, and vii°/V) in von Webenau’s work. There are also borrowed chords (ii7) as well as
common chords and direct modulations. One interesting modulation can be seen in mm. 43-47.
Webenau moves from C minor via a common chord modulation in beat 3 of m. 44, a iii in C
minor and iv in Bb minor. In beat 3 of m. 46, a iii in Bb minor is used as a common chord, iv in
Ab major. Webenau interestingly uses a iii|iv common chord progression in immediate
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succession as her choice of modulation. Like Ramsey’s piece, a clear tonic-dominant relationship
is established in the sections that do not employ heavy chromaticism.
The most striking element of the piece is that it contains at least one example of the
respective augmented sixth chords, each of which follow traditional resolution tendencies. The
first can be found in mm. 3-4, as seen in Figure 5.6a. Webenau writes a Ger+6 in beat 4 four m.
4, which is immediately followed by a i64 and then V, avoiding the parallel fifth issue that
comes as a result of resolving to V immediately. On the first beat of m. 29, Webenau transitions
back to C minor via direct modulation beginning on a Fr+6. In m. 30, the Fr+6 moves to a Ger+6
(D moves to Eb), which then resolves to i64 and V6 (cadential 6-4) in m. 31 (Figure 5.6b). In
beats 3 and 4 of m. 49, Webenau again modulates back to C minor via direct modulation with a
Ger+6 in C minor. In this instance, the progression does not resolve how it normally would – it
moves directly to V and then V42 in beats 1 and 3 of m. 50. However, Webenau avoids the
parallel fifths by using an appoggiatura in the moving notes of the left hand in beats 3 and 4 of
m. 49 and beat 1 of m. 50 (Eb - C - D). In m. 51, she uses another Ger+6 in beats 3 and 4 with a
resolution to V in beat 1 of m. 52. The final augmented six chord can be found in beat 4 of m. 54
in which the It+6 moves with traditional voice leading to V in beat 1 of m. 55 (Figure 5.6c)
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Figure 5.6a mm. 1-4 of Piano Sonata No. 1, Mvt. 2

Figure 5.6b mm. 9-15 of Piano Sonata No. 1, Mvt. 2
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Figure 5.6c mm. 16-25 of Piano Sonata No. 1, Mvt. 2

Whole Tone Scale: Prelude in Db
When teaching twentieth century pitch collections, specifically whole-tone scales, many
textbooks focus on one example – Voiles by Debussy. Across the textbooks, five of them
covered the concept of whole-tone scales. Of these five textbooks, four used Debussy’s Voiles to
showcase the scale. Of the four that used Voiles, the Clendinning/Marvin and Kostka/Payne
solely used Voiles. As seen in Figure 5.7, Debussy’s Voiles occupies 40% of all examples across
the five books that have resources pertaining to whole-tone collections, while 0% of these
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examples feature compositions by women. The result is a lack of diversity regarding whole-tone
pieces in music theory textbooks. I will therefore discuss the similarities between Lili
Boulanger’s Prelude in D-flat and Claude Debussy’s Voiles. Because both pieces are saturated
with whole-tone pitch collections, planing, and pitch centricity, I argue that Prelude in D-flat is a
great choice to either replace or use alongside Debussy’s Voiles in music theory pedagogical
settings.

Figure 5.7 Breakdown of examples with Whole Tone scales in textbooks

My analysis of Voiles (Figure 5.8) shows how Debussy writes Voiles almost entirely with
the WT0 collection (highlighted in purple). The only section that does not have WT0 pitches is
the middling pentatonic section (not shown in the analysis). Utilizing pitches in the WT0
collection, Debussy employs real planing, which I bracket in blue. Due to the symmetrical nature
of the whole-tone scale, all pitches have equal weight; therefore, the centricity is impossible to
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discern. However, Debussy uses the consistent drone of Bb in the low voice to assert pitch
centricity (circled in green). This piece often doubles for teaching whole-tone scales and
impressionist compositional techniques of the early twentieth century. However, it does not need
to account for almost half of examples pertaining to whole-tone scales. I offer Boulanger’s piece
as an example demonstrating similar concepts.
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Figure 5.8 Analysis of mm. 1-17 of Debussy’s Voiles
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The first five beats of Boulanger’s Prelude in D-flat contain each note of the WT1
collection. Boulanger then notates an Ab 3 and Ab2 in the left hand, suggesting Db Ionian. She
continues planing between the Db Ionian and WT1 collections for most of the first page. While
Boulanger makes use of planing between larger collections, their common pitch center is Db, as
seen in the scalar melodic material and drone in the left hand. In mm. 23-27, Boulanger descends
over six octaves from Ab7 to Eb2 using only the whole-tone scale. Under this four-measure
descent, Boulanger utilizes real planing in the left hand, moving between major chords Db, Eb,
F, and G. While the notes inside these major chords do not contain pitches in the WT1 scale, the
roots of the chords themselves spell out pitch members of the scale. In essence, Boulanger
utilizes the technique of planing on both a small and a large scale. Each collection contains
planing (real planing of triads or open fifth/fourth intervals) and planing between pitch
collections (Boulanger using Db Ionian in one measure or short phrase vs WT1 in another short
phrase or measure immediately proceeding). Another example highlighting the pitch centricity in
Boulanger’s prelude is the drone on Db1 and Db2, or at times the open fifth drone of Db1, Db2,
and Ab2. The drone is played continuously throughout, similarly to the Bb drone seen
throughout Voiles.
In sum, Boulanger’s piece operates in the same way as Debussy’s regarding planing.
Boulanger frequently planes between Db Ionian and WT1 with Db as a pitch center using
shifting collections of notes, while also utilizing real and “diatonic” planing between chords in
several moments throughout the piece (mm. 5-10 and mm. 23-31). This piece would also provide
an excellent pedagogical contrast to Voiles because Prelude in D-flat utilizes WT1 whereas
Voiles uses WT0, and Debussy does not change modes as frequently as Boulanger. Moreover,
this piece need not be constricted to teaching whole-tone scales; it also contains examples of
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extended tertian harmonies (end of m. 4 to the beginning of m. 5) and quintal harmonies (m. 15).
Overall, the use of WT1 as well as several other twentieth-century techniques make a strong case
for Boulanger’s Prelude in D-flat inclusion into any theory textbook. A full analysis can be seen
in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 analysis of Lili Boulanger’s Prelude in Db
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Bringing It All Together
Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart overpower the representation of examples used in higher
education’s top music theory textbooks. Some may argue that my call for gender diversity aims
to eliminate Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart, among other composers, from the current canon. As
such, I want to make clear that the work pertaining to this project in no way diminishes the
quality of the examples currently in use. I also do not propose that works by Mozart, Bach, or
Beethoven should be eliminated from the theory pedagogical canon. Instead, my research
illustrates the necessity for increased gender diversity across theory textbooks and other teaching
materials. Indeed, after presenting parts of this project at the University of Cincinnati’s Music
Theory and Musicology Society graduate student conference, I was asked if the examples I
provide offer a better representation of the topics I choose to cover compared to the examples
currently in place. Let me be clear: neither the pieces currently in use nor the examples I present
are the better option. In the case of Debussy and Boulanger, for example, both pieces are
extremely comparable, yet neither is better than the other. Rather, we must remember that the
hidden curriculum of theory pedagogy underscores the alleged quality of current music examples
in textbooks, which is why they are included in textbooks more than examples by women.
The purpose of this project is not only to create a more inclusive and diverse canon of
pedagogical texts, but to make the field of music theory a welcoming environment for women.
The drastic difference in percentage of representation of any female composer to one of the top
three men featured in these books is far too large. As scholars and educators in the field continue
to diversify their pedagogical repertoire, I present a comparative approach evaluating what is
currently being used in popular theory textbooks and seeking out examples that demonstrate the
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same principles. My presentation of Boulanger, Hensel, and Ramsey’s work demonstrates how
we might begin to incorporate more compositions by women in textbooks.
Some scholars may argue that I am attempting to erase the validity of “timeless”
examples. But I argue that educators and theorists can use these examples alongside or in place
of some that are either overused or overly saturated by men’s compositions. Instead of 70% of
examples written by Bach, Beethoven, or Mozart in a textbook (as is the case of the
Aldwell/Schacter),167 perhaps they might be featured in 15% of examples to allow for more
diversity. By demonstrating the similarities in pedagogical attributes of uncommonly used
compositions by women with overly used, “traditional” examples composed by men, I propose
that educators may use these examples in their teaching material and/or use this approach in
identifying other inclusive pedagogical materials.

167

Aldwell and Schacter, “Harmony and Voice Leading.”
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
The issue of representation in music theory pedagogy is clear – women are severely
underrepresented. The seven most popular textbooks feature a significantly small percentage of
women composers, while simultaneously featuring the same three men composers in abundance.
These textbooks account for 98% of market share, therefore perpetuating the issue of
underrepresentation. Similarly, the top anthologies have strikingly similar statistics regarding
gender representation and market share. Representation of all kinds is necessary for the
development and growth of a person’s sense of self. When a textbook or educational curriculum
lacks diversity, the effects are detrimental. Role models are crucial for a child’s critical
developmental years. Few women are represented in music theory teaching examples,
anthologies, and textbooks, which partially explains why the field of music theory is heavily
dominated by white men. Theory’s cycle of underrepresentation directly correlates to the
diversity of working professionals in a field.168 Gender stereotypes have harmed the
development of women both inside and outside the music world in multiple ways. The more
women can see themselves represented in music theory pedagogical material, the more they will
connect with the curriculum and music.
Palfy and Gilson posed several questions in their article on hidden curriculum, including
“Who is allowed to have a voice? Who is allowed to set traditions? Who is viewed as valuable,
and who is expendable in the eyes of canonical ‘tradition’ and conceptual integrity?”169 My
project helps shed light on the answers to these questions. Textbook and anthology statistics as
well as Ewell’s research regarding racial representation in music theory textbooks reveals that
white men are the ones allowed a voice and the authority to set traditions. Chapter 3 showed
168
169

Brown, Jenine. “Annual Report on Membership Demographics.”
Palfy and Gilson, “The Hidden Curriculum in the Music Theory Classroom.”
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how, as a result of this monopoly of examples composed by white men, women are not viewed
as valuable but expendable. The hidden curriculum of music theory pedagogy is very clear – the
structure is intertwined with the white racial frame and a gender frame that supports and values
men above women. The hidden curriculum creates lasting negative impacts on developing
musicians. Centuries of underrepresentation combined with traditional societal expectations and
customs creates a feedback loop contributing to a lack of role models. This directly affects the
field of music professionals. If there are to be more women in the field of music theory, more
women need to be represented in teaching examples so that students can see themselves reflected
in the music they make and study.
Women must try significantly harder to be accepted into many aspects of society,
including the workforce, but especially into the Western music canon.170 This is directly
represented in my argument of versatility for the examples I presented in Chapter 5. Bach,
Beethoven, and Mozart do not need to “try” nearly as hard to be included, while Hensel,
Boulanger, and Schumann (among many women composers) need advocates who fight for their
place in the Western pedagogical canon. To prove the value of women and women-composed
examples in the Western canon, I felt an urge to prove that these examples are worthy of
inclusion, not simply because they include clear examples of a specific pedagogical topic but
because of their ability to be used for several teaching points. In other words, I felt the need to
prove the “competence” of the composers’ ability to write examples that are worth teaching. I
also provide thorough analyses of their works, with the purpose of eliminating prep time during
lesson planning; I am quite literally saying “these examples are perfect for so many teaching
points, you have no reason not to include them in your teaching examples.”
Gorman and Kmec, “Hierarchical Rank and Women’s Organizational Mobility: Glass Ceilings in Corporate Law
Firms.”
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Future Steps
Due to the focused scope of this document, there are several other branches of research
applicable for future project ideas that relate to the topic of diversifying gender representation in
music theory pedagogy. One such project may focus on why, despite several diversification
projects calling for change, significant adjustments have not been made.171 Although I briefly
probe the question in Chapter 4—indicating that the answer is due to “white supremacy,
patriarchal dominating structures, and systemic injustice, both within and outside music”172—
there must be more in-depth research and discussion. Additional future projects related to
diversification could include a digital collaborative anthology of full scores of women-composed
examples to be used for teaching purposes. It could be made accessible at a small price, and all
proceeds could be donated toward funding research projects directly contributing to efforts that
benefit diversifying gender representation in music theory pedagogy.
In Chapters 2 and 5, I highlighted the large gap in representation of nonwhite women in
theory textbooks and anthologies. A future project to address this gap could be to make music
examples by nonwhite women accessible via an IMSLP-type database, or a low-priced anthology
with the same scope.173 One could also look at the gradual increase in gender or racial
representation across all anthology editions to observe the (hopeful) increase in representation of
nonwhite, non-men composers.174 While this project concerns the expansion of the Western
171 Shehan Campbell, et al, “Transforming Music Study from its Foundations: A Manifesto for Progressive Change
in the Undergraduate Preparation of Music Majors. Report of the Task Force on the Undergraduate Music Major.”
172
Chapter 4.
173
Ideally, the anthology would be online so that it does not lose relevance as soon as it is printed. With an online
anthology, examples can be added regularly, as new scores are made available.
174
As Kristy Swift demonstrates the change in representation of women in various volumes of the
Palisca/Grout/Burkholder History textbooks in her dissertation, "Getting the Story Crooked": Donald Jay Grout,
Claude V. Palisca, and J. Peter Burkholder's "A History of Western Music", 1960–2009." PhD. Diss., University of
Cincinnati, 2013. ProQuest Theses and Dissertations.
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canon and what diversity in gender representation might look like, another future project might
focus on the canon itself. Questions to consider might include, should the canon be expanded?
Or simply eradicated? If the former, how will the canon begin to provide equal value to all music
and teaching examples? If the answer is the latter, what would future teaching and anthology
efforts look like?
In Chapter 4, I discussed one solution to diversifying representation in professional fields
–instituting a gender quota.175 A future project idea could center on creating a framework of
what a gender quota might look like regarding music theory pedagogy and its supplemental
materials. If a gender quota is implemented, however, one must actively avoid implementing the
gender quota as a form of performative tokenism. A question to contribute to future discussion
is: are gender quotas tokenistic in nature? If yes, how do scholars navigate quotas without
contributing to tokenism? If no, what is a good quota for gender representation in music theory
pedagogical material? In essence, this project idea ties into the question I posed in Chapter 4:
How does one restructure curriculum to incorporate a diverse repertoire of composers without
partaking in tokenism or appropriative practices? This question also can be applied to various
factors including, but not limited to, race, gender, culture, and musical style.

Final Concluding Remarks
Addressing questions of music education and social justice, Alexandra Kertz-Welzel
argues that the primary focus of music education should be on creating “intense musical
experiences.” In her 2020 article, she says:
“But it is not music or music education’s task to be solely focused on social change.
There also is a need for music (education) for its own sake, being focused on intense
musical experiences. It can offer a sanctuary away from the noise and the demands
175

Chapter 4.
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of the world, an open space for imagination, exploration and dreaming for students
and teachers. While working on a better world through music and music education,
we should not forget this task of music education. An open discourse about our
dreams and hopes in music education, its social responsibility and creative freedom
might help to revise music education’s meaning for society-and maybe also the
meaning of classical music, in general and in music education, helping it to become
just one musical culture among many others.”176
Despite good intentions, Kertz-Welzel dismisses the experience of minority and
underrepresented communities in music. Music may be about intense musical experiences, but it
does not always offer a sanctuary for underrepresented communities. Until we see more women
composers, more nonwhite composers, and more LGBTQIA+ composers represented in the field,
only a select few will truly find “sanctuary” in classical music. Indeed, music educators must
dedicate time and effort to enacting social change until we see “Schumann” in a textbook and do
not automatically assume the piece is by Robert. As discussed in Chapter 3, students are more
likely to connect with learning material if they see themselves represented in the material. The
more diverse representation in music theory pedagogy (and music, broadly) we have, the more
enriching musical experiences our students will have.

176
Kertz-Welzel, Alexandra. “"Kim Had the Same Idea as Haydn": International Perspectives on Classical Music
and Music Education.” Philosophy of Music Education Review 28, no. 2 (Fall, 2020): 239-255.
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APPENDIX I:
A Non-Exhaustive List of Resources for Diversifying Gender
Representation in Music Theory Pedagogy
And We Were Heard:
https://www.andwewereheard.org/
Online database with quality recordings of works by under-represented composers, providing
links to recordings of pieces that are not normally found on music streaming platforms such as
YouTube and Spotify. Also features arrangements of historic compositions by nonwhite and
women composers. Most arrangements are for wind band, string, or full orchestra. Per the
website, the project plans to expand to recordings and scores of choral works as well. There are
several helpful links to commissioning consortia, resources for marginalized composers, and
other databases similar to the project.

A Seat at the Piano:
https://www.aseatatthepiano.com/
Online project that compiles recordings and scores of piano works composed by underrepresented composers. The database tab features a list of composers and their compositions with
links to a biography page for each composer. There is also a tab for “Thoughts and
Conversations” for discussion on various topics regarding women composers, nonwhite
composers, music of non-Western cultures, etc.

Composers of Color Resource Project:
https://composersofcolor.hcommons.org/
Website that compiles scores and analytical notes of nonwhite composers. There are also lesson
plans and lesson materials such as handouts and worksheets that supplement a theory classroom.
On the website is a link to a shared google spreadsheet of examples by “BI-POC Composers”
and a link to “MT Examples by Women” website.
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Composers of Color Resource Project: Music Theory Examples by BIPOC Composers:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CMnSjvraO1Ho68XUrPpmegBhVmD0pSaQkj17T7M
PA6w/edit#gid=0.
Google doc project with links to examples of compositions by nonwhite composers. The project
is categorized by pedagogical topics (Ex: V7, Augmented 6th chords, Cadences, etc.) and has
various sheet tabs for aural skills, harmony, counterpoint, and other teaching points useful aural
skills and theory educators. Each example is labeled with composer, race, gender, disability,
sexual orientation, and notates the measure in which the concept can be found. Many have links
to IMSLP scores, but some are not in the public domain and thus have links to the anthologies in
which they can be found.

Diverse Music Theory Examples:
https://diversemusictheoryexamples.com/
Online resource with examples by underrepresented composers. Each example is categorized by
topic and features links to pdf and mp3 recordings of examples. Measure numbers within
examples are also listed to provide clear locations of where concepts can be found.

Discography of Underrepresented Classical Musicians:
https://smtpaig.wordpress.com/discography-of-underrepresented-classical-musicians/
In an effort to combat the mindless perpetuation of over-featuring one performance recording
above others, this online resource includes links to recordings and performances by
underrepresented musicians. Examples are listed in alphabetical order, ranging from Bach to
Wagner and feature the last name of the performer to the right of the work’s title. Some pieces
have multiple recording links by various performers. This resource is wonderful for listening in
class for written analytical work.

Decolonizing the Music Room:
https://decolonizingthemusicroom.com/
With a lens of decoloniality, the project aims to highlight the voices of Black, Brown, Asian, and
Indigenous musicians while combatting the cultural erasure Western music has perpetuated thus
far. The website features links to readings, podcasts, and discussions that help further the
conversation of decolonizing the music classroom. While there are no music examples that can
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be used for theory pedagogy, this project is a great resource for educators to reference and gain
knowledge pertaining to the topic.

Donne Women in Music Project:
https://donne-uk.org/
Website database with an exhaustive list of over 5,000 women composers categorized by
historical era. The project also features informational videos about historic and influential
women composers, as well as Spotify/YouTube/Apple music playlists of women-composed
pieces. There are several categorical YouTube playlists including “Video Game Music” and “Art
Songs” by women.

Engaged Music Theory:
https://engagedmusictheory.com/
Originally inspired by “Engaged Musicology,” this project features an extensive bibliography of
published articles and books pertaining to cultural politics and music. The list is especially
helpful for educators to research current issues of race, gender, decolonization, disability, and
many other important topics and their intersection with music, music theory, and music
pedagogy.

Fundamentals, Function, and Form - Theory and Analysis of Tonal
Western Art Music:
https://milnepublishing.geneseo.edu/fundamentals-function-form/
Online, free, theory textbook written by Andre Mount that contains a significantly higher number
of examples by women than the top textbooks I discuss in this document. The textbook focuses
on theory and analysis beginning with foundations of rhythm, meter, and pitch, before moving to
polyphony, and finally touching on form in tonal western music. There is a discussion towards
the end of the book that observes the intersection of fundamentals, polyphonic function, and
form regarding this style of music.

Institute for Composer Diversity:
https://www.composerdiversity.com/
Website featuring a database of composers and musical works by diverse composers. Orchestral
and wind works are found by selecting criteria such as gender, race, sexual orientation, country
of origin, etc. There is also a database for choral works with the same parameters. An interesting
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feature on the website is a statistical graph of all major symphony orchestras in the U.S. and data
representing the percentage of works that are programmed by underrepresented composers.

Justice Choir Songbook:
https://www.justicechoir.org/songbook/
Virtual pdf songbook that features short songs by living composers pertaining to topics of social
justice, motivation, and encouragement. The pieces are short and can be used for several
pedagogical points in a theory classroom. One example in Chapter 4 of this document comes
from this book.

LGBTQ Classical Music Composers:
https://queerbio.com/wiki/index.php/LGBTQ_Classical_Music_Composers
Website features an extensive list of LGBTQ composers sorted by country of origin. Each
composer is hyperlinked to their own page featuring biographical information. While there are
no scores or examples that can be used in a music theory class, historical context and composer
background information is crucial for students to understand when analyzing a piece. This
website can be supplemented with teaching material found on another website and may be used
to further research for discussion or instruction.

Music Resources for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion:
https://guides.lib.byu.edu/c.php?g=216332&p=7942573
Website database of Brigham Young University with lists of various online projects and
resources.

Music Resources on Diversity and Underrepresentation:
https://guides.library.yale.edu/music-diversity
Website resource of Yale University. Features a short list of database resources categorized by
national origin, gender, or sexual orientation. The website also features a tab for scores with links
to online or print anthologies and virtual collections of music by underrepresented composers.
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Music Sources for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion:
https://libguides.rowan.edu/musicdei/
Website resource of Rowan University’s Library. Contains links to diverse repertoire databases
similar to those included in this document, links to reference works and anthologies, a list of
recent publications pertaining to DEI and music pedagogy, and helpful methods for research.
The resource is fantastic for educators to use in preparation and lesson planning.

Music Theory Concepts -Jazz Songs by African American and Latin
American Writers:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TqIwVbVqej0amKtJuyU8z2sVAVWxMvaZ
Shared Google Drive with pdf documents categorized by music theory pedagogy topic. Each
document is organized further into specific categories (Ex: chromatic modulation, modulation to
a close key, etc.). Under each category is a list of songs (with the composer's name) that feature
that element in the music. This is a wonderful resource for featuring Jazz in theory analysis and
pedagogical settings.

Music Theory Examples by Black Composers:
https://musictheoryexamplesbyblackcomposers.com/
Online database still under construction. When finished, the website will feature an index of
musical examples that can be used to teach any concept covered in Western tonal and post-tonal
harmony. The goal is to feature music by black composers in a subject that is predominantly
white.

Music Theory Examples by Women:
https://musictheoryexamplesbywomen.com
Online resource for music theory examples that can be used to promote gender diversity in the
classroom. The website also features a list of women composers and theorists, categorized by
historical period. Each composer has a lengthy biography that can be used as historical context
when using the composers’ works in class. Teaching examples are in alphabetical order but can
be filtered by topic (either teaching point such as scales and modes or by composer). With every
example there is a tab to listen (with links to YouTube or Spotify) and a pdf of the music. There
is also a description box that notates the measure number(s) of the topic and lists other theory
topics that can be found within the excerpt. This resource is fantastic for a quick and easy find of
specific topics and is great for an educator who may be pressed for time in producing a lesson
plan.
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New Historical Anthology of Music by Women:
Briscoe, James R. New Historical Anthology of Music by Women. Bloomington, IN: Indiana
Univ. Press, 2004.
Print resource of full scores of music by women ranging across all music periods. Each piece has
a page dedicated to historical context for the composer and piece.

North American Indigenous Music Resources:
https://renatayazzie.wordpress.com/north-american-indigenous-music-resources/
Online project featuring resources pertaining to Indigenous composers, musicians, artists, etc.
The list is categorized by singer-songwriter and classical musicians and serves as a starting
ground for research.

Rebalancing the Music Canon:
https://rebalancing-music-canon.com/
Online project with the goal of de-centering the Western canon so that it is more diverse and
inclusive of all musicians. There are links to other similar projects and the website is meant to
function as a supplement to these other sources. The primary feature is an incipit index of
composers who are not normally studied, including women. The incipit index is categorized by
time period and then alphabetically. Each work has a score of the incipit and links to where one
can find the score, such as IMSLP or other anthologies. This resource is a great resource for
educators; however, it is not a music theory resource so educators will need to make time to
analyze the scores and find teaching points.

2020 List of Pieces to Be Considered or Removed:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1oDJ9lZD4mNkWORsBf_6pPkMQczxoTz2YZYIEtKGRoY/edit?fbclid=IwAR1t5_wnMVNvua_jmEg8h1qWk0UaKPtBeGAIEa59gowBvIldijuN
T9bYLYs#gid=0
A collective Google Drive featuring examples currently in use in performance repertoire and
teaching examples that are racist and stem from minstrelsy. Pieces are organized by title and
highlighted according to publisher popularity. This resource is excellent for educators to
reference when planning lessons so as not to perpetuate the white racial frame under which
music theory functions.
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APPENDIX II:
Qualtrics Survey Results
The objective of the study is to compile as much information about the current trends in music
theory pedagogy regarding representation of diverse composers. The study was conducted
through Qualtrics and all participants who completed the survey are unpaid volunteers.
Recruitment was primarily through twitter and email. Survey participants range from graduate
assistants to tenured faculty. Altogether, 66 people submitted survey responses.

The demographic of participants for this survey indicates a heavy emphasis on graduate students
and tenured professors. This is important to know as graduate students tend to be younger while
tenured faculty have years of experience teaching these courses. The second group that is most
represented in this survey are full-time instructors and tenure-track professors.
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The results of the survey are indicative of a step in the right direction. Many teachers and
professors are pulling example material from outside resources as opposed to solely producing
information from the top textbooks. Almost 74% of participants are “extremely likely” to use
examples outside of a music theory textbook.
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Surprisingly, almost 38% of respondents are using textbooks and teaching material outside of the
top seven. Most responses in the “other” category range from other textbooks (such as the
Snodgrass, Hold/Hudson, and Hutchinson), online resources (such as Open Music Theory and
other online textbooks), and personally accumulated materials.
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Similarly, almost 70% of participants indicated that they are “extremely likely” to use an
example outside of an anthology. In fact, 93% of respondents indicated using examples from
outside an anthology or theory textbook.
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Also, similarly to the question about textbooks, a significant number of respondents indicated the
usage of either an outside anthology or no anthology at all. In fact, 82% of respondents that
chose “other” for this question indicated that they do not use any anthologies. Other anthologies
listed in the other section include the Karpinski, Berkowitz, and the Rogers/Ottman.
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One emergent issue with examples for teaching is the convenience of using what is already
taught or supplied within the canon. Many professors, teachers, and instructors do not have
countless hours to search for less commonly used (but more inclusive) examples. Roughly 64%
of respondents indicate that they are moderately to extremely likely to choose examples purely
out of convenience.
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Despite a large number of respondents being likely to use examples out of convenience, a large
majority of respondents find it important that examples used are representative of diverse
composers.
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At least 10% of respondents indicated that they are not at all likely to disclose negative historical
context (such as racist beliefs) of a composer.177

This lack of activism and choice to turn a blind eye to the hidden curriculum that benefits the white racial frame,
and the misogynistic structure of music theory is detrimental to the progress of music theory pedagogy. One of the
solutions for eradicating the hidden curriculum in music theory, as described by Palfy and Gilson, is to openly
address and discuss the factors that contribute and perpetuate the hidden curriculum – and what groups it benefits.
177
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While a large majority of respondents find it important that examples are representative of a
diverse population,178 not all respondents are willing to do the work to find diverse examples.
5% of respondents are not at all likely to search for examples that are representative of a diverse
group of people.

178

See question 13.
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While most respondents agree that there is work to be done, surprisingly, almost 9% of
respondents do not believe theorists need to work towards diversifying music theory examples.

The current trend regarding representation in music theory pedagogy shows that educators, both
new to the field and tenured, are working towards diversifying the canon. As with any study,
there is room for error and biases. I assume most respondents are current advocates towards a
more diverse canon. While this is reflected in the statistics, it is possible that other educators of
all categories may lean towards more “traditional” ideals of Western theory pedagogy. In
addition, some respondents may have lied about or over exaggerated their responses.
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APPENDIX III:
Analysis of Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen by Fanny Hensel
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Cadential or
passing 6-4

Secondary dominant
resolves with cadential 6-4
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Secondary dominant
resolves traditionally

109

4

Direct modulation

Borrowed chord

Common-Chord
modulation
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4
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This project critically examines the Western music theory pedagogical canon through a feminist
lens in order to highlight the effects of underrepresentation in music theory textbooks and
anthologies. I build on Philip Ewell’s research of the seven most frequently sourced U.S. music
theory textbooks to show how the most common musical examples used in theory texts primarily
consist of works by Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart. By interrogating the hidden curriculum of
music theory pedagogy from a critical and feminist lens, I reveal the ways in which women are
consistently undervalued in the current pedagogical canon. Because the erasure of women from
textbooks is detrimental to the professional development of women in the field, this thesis
emphasizes the necessity for gender diversity in pedagogical material. This project presents and
analyzes excerpts composed by women with an eye toward increasing diversity in music
pedagogy: these excerpts should be used as supplemental musical examples that can be
integrated into pedagogical instruction at the university level. Ultimately, I aim to offer a new
approach to theory pedagogy that incorporates diversity and inclusivity in the music that we
study and teach.

